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NEW For 2022

Abutilon Giant Hybrids
Angelonia Alonia Series
Angelonia Carita Cascade
Argyranthemum Grand Daisy Dark Pink & Red
Calibrachoa Aloha Kona Cherry Cartwheel & Mango
Calibrachoa Aloha Nani Appleblossom
Calibrachoa Bloomtastic Purple & Serenity
Calibrachoa Cabrio Sweet Peach
Calibrachoa Chameleon Avant Garden & Pink Passion & MORE!
Celosia Kelos Atomic Fire
Dahlia City Lights Purple
Dahlia Dalaya Vampire
Evolvulus Beach Bum Blue
Evolvulus Hawaiian Blue Eyes
Gerbera Floriline Giant Mix
Ipomea Flora Mia Series & Sweet Georgia Series
Nemesia Karoo Violet Ice
Nemesia Nesia Dark Blue & Tropical
New Guinea Impatiens Paradise Light Salmon & Magenta Eye
Petunia Durabloom Series
Petunia Potunia Moonlight Bay & Plus Cobalt Blue
Petunia Starlet Pink Lemonade
Salvia Bodacious Series: Hummingbird Falls, Rhythym & Blues
and Smokey Jazz
Scaevola Bombay Dark Blue
Snapdragon Snaptastix Mix & Snaptini Series
Sunflower Procut Gold Lite, Shock-O-Lat & Zohar
Thunbergia Arizona Glow & Sunny Susy Glow
Vinca Pacifica Mix
Veggies
Beet Detroit Dark Red
Pepper Goddess (Banana)
Pepper Flavorburst
Tomato Container Choice
Tomato Granadero

Agastache
Ageratum
Alyssum
Anagallis
Anisodontea
Angelonia
Argyranthemum
Asclepias
Aster
Bacopa
Begonia, Fibrous
Bellis
Bidens
Bells of Ireland
Calamintha
Calendula
Calibrachoa
Canna
Cardiospermum
Celosia
Centaurea
Centratherum
Chenille
Cleome
Convolvulus
Cosmos
Cynoglossum
Dahlia
Daucus
Delosperma
Dianthus
Begonia, Fibrous
Begonia, Tuberous
Begonia, Rex

Bedding Plants for Sun
Dichondra
Draceana		
Dusty Miller
Evolvulus
Euphorbia
Felicia
Gazania
Geranium
Gerbera
German Ivy
Gomphrena
Grasses
Helichrysum
Heliotrope
Hollyhock
Ipomoea
Isotoma (Laurentia)
Lantana
Larkspur
Lavatera
Lisianthus
Lobelia
Lotus
Mandevilla
Marigold
Matricaria
Morning Glory
Myosotis
Nasturtium
Nemesia
New Guinea Impatiens

Nicotiana
Nigella
Osteospermum
Oxalis
Pansy
Petchoa
Petunia
Phlox
Plumbago
Poppy
Portulaca
Rudbeckia
Salpiglossis
Salvia
Sanvitalia
Scaevola
Senecio
Snapdragron
Statice
Stock
Strawflower
Sunflower
Sweet Pea
Tithonia
Thunbergia
Trachymene
Verbena
Vinca
Viola
Zinnia

Bedding Plants for Shade
Coleus
Cynoglossum
Impatiens

Fuchsia
New Guinea Impatiens
Oxalis

Abutilon
Ageratum
Alyssum
Anagallis
Argyranthemum
Begonia, Fibrous
Begonia, Tuberous
Bellis
Browallia
Centratherum
Cleome
Coleus
Cynoglossum

Bedding Plants for Part Sun
Dahlia
Dracaena
Evolvulus
Fuchsia
Geranium
German Ivy
Impatiens
Impatiens, New Guinea
Larkspur
Lobelia
Morning Glory
Myosotis
Nemesia

Nicotiana
Nigella
Pansy
Petunia
Phlox
Stock
Sunflower
Swedish Ivy
Thunbergia
Vinca
Viola

Hanging Baskets for Sun

Bacopa
Begonia,Fibrous&Hybrid
Bougainvillea
Calamintha
Calibrachoa
Chenille
Convolvulus
Dahlia

Evolvulus
Ipomoea
Interspecific Geranium
Ivy Geranium
Lantana
Lophospermum
Lotus
Mandevilla

Mixed Gardens
Nasturtium
Petunia
Plumbago
Scaevola
Thunbergia
Zinnia

Hanging Baskets for Part Sun

Abutilon
Begonia, Tuberous
Begonia, Fibrous & Hybrid
Browallia
Evolvulus
Dahlia

Begonia, Tuberous

Fern, Boston
Fuchsia
Impatiens, New Guinea
Ivy, English
Ivy Geranium
Lobelia

Mixed Gardens
Streptocarpella
Tradescantia, variegatedWandering Jew

Hanging Baskets for Shade
Begonia, Rex

Fuchsia

Bedding/Container Plants by Height
Trailing/Low-growing.
*=Pollinater Plants

*Ageratum
*Alyssum
Anagallis
Artemisia ‘Silver Cascade’
Bacopa
Begonia
Bellis
*Bidens
*Calamintha
*Calendula
*Calibrachoa
*Celosia

Chenille
Coleus
Convolvulus
*Dahlia
Delosperma
*Dianthus
Dichondra
Didelta
Dusty Miller
English Ivy
*Gaillardia
Gazania
Gerbera

German Ivy
*Heliotrope
Ipomoea
Isotoma
*Lobelia
Lophospermum
Lotus
Lysimachia
*Myosotis
*Nasturtium
*Nemesia
*Oregano, ornamental
Oxalis

Pansy
*Petunia
*Phlox
Plectranthus
Portulaca
*Sanvitalia
*Scaevola
*Snapdragon
Streptocarpella
*Verbena
Vinca (Periwinkle)
Vinca Vine
Viola

Abutilon
*Agastache
*Ageratum
Angelonia
Argyranthemum
*Asclepias curassavica
*Aster
Begonia
*Browallia
*Calendula
*Celosia
*Centratherum
*Cleome

Coleus
Convolvulus
*Cosmos
*Cynoglossum
*Dahlia
Dianthus
Euphorbia
Evolvulus
Felicia
*Fuchsia
Gaura
Geranium
Gerbera

*Gomphrena
Grasses
Helichrysum
*Heliotrope
Impatiens
Iresine
*Lantana
*Lavatera
*Marigold
*Matricaria
New Guinea Impatiens
*Nicotiana
*Nigella

*Orlaya
Osteospermum
Petchoa
Plectranthus
*Rudbeckia
Salpiglossis
*Salvia
*Snapdragon
*Statice
Stock
*Tithonia
*Verbena
*Zinnia

*Agastache
*Alcea
*Anisodontea
Argyranthemum
Bells of Ireland
*Canna
*Cardiospermum
Celosia
*Centaurea
*Cleome

*Cobaea
*Cosmos
*Dahlia
*Daucus
Dracaena
*Gaura
Grasses
*Heliotrope
*Larkspur
Lisianthus

*Malva
Mandevilla
*Marigold
Morning Glory
*Nicotiana
*Plumbago
*Poppy
*Rudbeckia
*Salvia
*Snapdragon

Strawflower
*Sunflower
Sweet Pea
Thunbergia
*Tithonia
*Trachymene
*Verbena
*Zinnia

Medium 12-24”

Tall 2’+
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Codes:
S=Sun		
1/2S=Part Sun		
Sh=Shade
		
B=Bedding		
C=Cut Flowers		
D=Dried Flowers
		
H=Houseplant
W=Window Boxes, Containers
=Deer resistant (These are suggested, not a certainty. Deer differ from yard
to yard & have variable needs/preferences throughout the season)
=Plants that are attractive to pollinators
Prices:

Price lists are posted in the front of each greenhouse

BEDDING PLANTS
ABUTILON (Flowering Maple, Parlor Maple)
3”& 4½” Pots

1/2S. HW. Old-fashioned plants have numerous bell-like flowers and velvety
green, maple-shaped leaves. Pinch to encourage bushiness. These do well in
hanging baskets or in containers and make great houseplants that bloom through
the winter with enough sunlight. Outdoors they prefer morning or afternoon
sun, avoid hot mid-day sun. Keep moist, but not constantly wet. Feed weekly.
NEW-’Giant Hybrids Mix’ Large 3” bell shaped flowers. Mixed colors from
bright red, lovely pink, pastels, orange, yellow and white. 24-36”H
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AGASTACHE (Hyssop)
4 Packs

S.
BDW. Tall, tender perennials belonging to the mint family attract many a
creature with their attributes. Hummingbirds, bees, and butterflies are all drawn
to these blooms (we’ve made sure to choose varieties that will bloom the first
year for you)! Grows best in full sun and dry-average soils. Very nice alternative
to the standard spiky vertical accent.
-’Astello Indigo’ Long-lasting, stately spikes of indigo blue over dark green
foliage. This Fleuroselect gold medal winner looks amazing when planted en
masse. Strong, bushy plants are vigorous yet compact. 20-24”H

AGERATUM (Floss Flower)
6 Packs (Unless Noted)

S, 1/2S.
BCW. Prolific flossy mounds of blooms provide color all summer.
Varieties for containers, bedding, and cut flowers. Combine with geraniums and
Alyssum for that patriotic red, white, and blue combo. Does best in well
prepared soil.

Bedding Types

-’Aloha Blue’ Bright lavender-blue, early flowering dwarf type. 6-8”H & W
-’High Tide Blue’ This self-cleaning variety with strong branching is taller and
more vigorous with a dense, mounded habit. 14-16”H, 12”W
-’Patina Delft’ Excellent heat tolerance, bicolored sky blue & white flowers above a
well-branched plant, no need to pinch. Vigorous,10-14”Hx12-18”W Choice 4 Pks

Cut Flower Types

-’Blue Horizon’ Lovely lavender to purplish-blue fuzzy flowers on sturdy
stems. Vigorous, uniform growth. 30”H
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ALCEA (Hollyhock)
6 Packs

S. BC. Striking, old-fashioned favorite. Butterflies and hummingbirds go into a
frenzy around the tall spikes. Always popular! These bloom the first year not like
the perennial type. Average, well-drained soil; will tolerate dry conditions once
established. Staking may be necessary.
-’Indian Spring Mix’ AAS winner. Semi-double flowers in light pink to crimson-rose shades. 4-5’H
-’Summer Carnival Mix’ Fully double, 4” blooms in yellow, white, crimson,
and rose. Very showy! 5-7’H

ALYSSUM

S, 1/2S.
BW. syn. Lobularia. Tiny blooms cover these carpet forming plants.
The most popular of all edging plants. Their sweet honey-like fragrance attracts
butterflies. Shear to encourage re-bloom. They prefer average, well drained soil.

6 Packs

-’Clear Crystal’ Lavender Vigorous, large flowered plants. 6-10”H, 10”W
-’Snow Crystals’ Large, pure white flowers. 4-6”H, 10”W
-’Wonderland Deep Purple’ Nice, compact variety with a vigorous spreading
habit. Rich, deep mulberry blooms. 3”H, 8-12”W

3” Pots

NEW-’Featherlight White Stream’ Medium vigor, mounded semi-trailing habit.
Sweet fragrance. 4-6”Hx12-16”W.
NEW-’White Stream’ Floriferous, ball shaped plant structure. Wonderful
honey fragrance. Ideal as a filler in mixed containers, hanging baskets or window boxes. 4-6”H
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ANGELONIA (Angel Flower)
3” Pots

S.
BW. Long lasting colorful flowers are held on slender upright spikes lasting 4-6 weeks. Their habit makes them an excellent choice for a more interesting
vertical accent in summer plantings. Aromatic foliage with an apple scent. Heat
and drought tolerant. A good alternative choice for Lobelia and Bacopa in summer containers.
NEW-’Alonia’ Series Spikes of flowers for many months. A great bedding plant,
cut flowers. Nice mounding habit. 18-20”HxW
			
Colors include:
Big Bicolor Purple Bicolor Violet
						
Dark lavender
Snowball
NEW-’Carita Cascade’ Deep Purple’Vigorous, semi-trailing growth. A casacade
of heat loving color. 8-10”Hx18-24”W

ANISODONTEA (African Mallow)
3” Pots

S.
BWH. Excellent container or patio specimens. Easy to grow into a standard.
Bring indoors in winter and keep in a sunny window, water sparingly during winter
months. Rich, well-drained soil, feed every 10 days. Protect from strong summer
sun or plants may stop blooming, removing seed heads will also help.
-’Elegant Lady’ Large, rose-pink flowers. 1-3’H

ARGYRANTHEMUM
(Marguerites, Boston Daisy)

S, 1/2S. BCW. Bright, showy ‘daisies’ bloom all summer. Excellent in the border, containers, and urns. Long lasting cut flowers. Average soil. Feed weekly.
Deadhead as soon as flowers start to fade.

3” Pots

-’Sassy’ Series Excellent branching, low maintenance. Ideal for using in mixed
containers. Mounded, upright 10-14”H, 12-14”W
		
Colors include:
Double Deep Rose Double Yellow
				
Red
Rose		
White
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4½” Pots

-’Beauty Yellow’ Uniform, compact plants perform very well throughout the
season and produce high quality, bright yellow flowers. More compact than
the traditional Butterfly. 1’H, 2’W
NEW-’Grandaisy’ Series Intergenetic hybrid. Big, beautiful 3-4” blooms. Full,
vigorous, mounding plants are free flowering. 18-24”HxW
			
Colors include:
Dark Pink Red

ARTEMISIA
3” Pots

S. BW. Lean, well drained soil. Hardy to zone 3, can be used for perennial
beds as well as annual plantings. May be sheared to shape. Maine native.
-stelleriana ’Mori’s Strain’ White, felt-like pinnatifid lobed leaves.
Creeping. 8”H

					

ASCLEPIAS
4 Packs

S.
BCW. Multi-purpose plants can be used for annual plantings and containers
or simply to attract bees and butterflies. If using in floral arrangements it is best
to sear the stem with a flame and plunge in water immediately. Deer and rabbit
resistant. Transplant with care in a location that will be well-drained, warm and
a bit drier.
-curassavica ’Silky’ Scarlet Mexican Milkweed Will produce blooms and
seeds at the same time, all season long. 24“H.
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ASTER (Starwort)
6 Packs

S. BC. Brightly colored, showy blooms are long-lived cut flowers. Butterflies flock
to them. Their peak bloom is in August to late September when gardens tend to look
a bit faded. They prefer light, sandy soil with added lime and composted manure.
-’Giant Princess Mix’ Fully double, crested blooms reach 5” across. 28”H
-’Matsumoto Mix’ Distinct yellow centers on finely colored 2” flowers. Heat
resistant. 24”H
-’Standy Mix’ Attractive, bright colors. 3-4” cushion type flowers. Sturdy stems
for cutting. 30”H

BACOPA (Water Hyssop)
3” Pots (Unless Noted)

S. BW. Very showy flowers all summer long. Small scalloped leaves. Vigorous and
heavy blooming. Heavy feeders. Keep moist- as plants will put on their best show
when given adequate water and will abort buds if soil is allowed to get too dry.
-’Atlas’ Series This strongly heat tolerant variety boasts extra large, clean
flowers. Mounding/trailing habit, 6-8”H
			
Colors include:
Blue		
White
-’Bahia Blue Sand’ Trailing habit. Bright blue flowers. Vigorous, heat tolerant.
4-6”H, 14-18”W
-’Blutopia’ Traditional lavender-blue coloration. A slightly more mounded
habit with smaller leaves than its white counterpart. 6”H, 18-24”W 4 Packs
-’Mega Copa Versa White’ Large flowers with a more upright, contained habit.
Best series on the market for performance during the summer heat! 4-6”H
-’Scopia Gulliver’ Series This series was bred for abundant, early blooms that
are continuous throughout the season, increased heat tolerance, and durability. Branched, compact habit. Extra large flowers up to 1” across.
			
Colors include:
Blue Pink White
-’Snowtopia’ Beautiful white flowers with large leaves. Good performance in both
large baskets or mixed containers. Trailing/spreading 1½-2’W, 6”H. 4 Packs
-’Taifun mega. White Imp’ Giant flowers, very vigorous. 4-6”H EXCELLENT!
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BEGONIA

FIBROUS BEGONIA (Wax Begonias)
6 Packs (Unless Noted)

S, 1/2S. BW. Excellent color from spring until frost. More tolerant of sun than
tuberous types. Keep moist in full sun. Fertilize every other week.
-’Ambassador’ Series Large flowers, very rich green foliage. Dwarf. 8-10”H
		 Colors include:
Coral			
Pink			
White
-’Cocktail’ Series Compact plants bloom all season! Wine-stained foliage is
covered with brightly colored flowers. 6-8”H
		 Colors include:
Gin (Rose-pink)
Vodka (Scarlet red)
-’Dragon Wing Red’ Large, wing-shaped, glossy green leaves with brightly
colored single flowers in abundance all season. 12-15”H Choice 4 Packs
-’Sprint PLUS’ Series Large, round blooms are early to flower and very uniform. Green foliage. Excellent performance in containers or bedding. 10”H
		 Colors include:
Blush		
Scarlet 		
White
-’Tophat’ Series Giant blooms are the largest flowers in its class! Versatile.
Fills out large patio planters easily. Green foliage with strong branching. 1620”H, 20-24”W 4 Packs 		
		 Colors include:
Rose Bi-color
Scarlet
White

HYBRID BEGONIA
4½” Pots

1/2S. BW. Hybrid begonias have large, mostly double blooms all summer long
and perform exceptionally well; whether planted in containers or the landscape.
-’Amstel’ Series Vigorous, floriferous plants. 12”H
		 Colors include:
Blitz (Yellow)		
Camilla (White w/ rose)
					
Carneval (Orange & yllw) Clara (Bright White)
-’Move2 Joy Pink’ Larger, double soft candy pink flowers that sit on top
of the foliage. Improved sturdy, round habit is more compact.
-’Netja Dark’ Semi-double, flamingo pink blooms. Dark, shiny green leaves.
Upright habit. 12-18“H & W
-’Rhine’ Series Fully-double, peony-type blooms from May until frost.
		 Colors include:
Borias (Soft, antique pink)
					
Dragone Champagne (Soft peachy-pink)
-’Valentine Red’ Shiny, dark green leaves with bright, fire engine red, double
blooms. Mounding.
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TUBEROUS BEGONIA
4 Packs (Unless Noted)

1/2S. BW. Gorgeous Camellia-like blooms provide a brilliant display until frost.
Morning or afternoon sun or a full day of filtered sun. Keep evenly moist and protect from strong winds. Remove faded blossoms and fertilize often to keep them
in bloom. Tubers can be dug in the fall and stored over-winter.
-’Fragrant Falls’ Series Now we can not only have large, double flowers and
a tidy habit built for the shade...there’s also a delicious scent to go along with
them! Ideal for baskets. 8-14”H, 6-8”W 4½” Pots
		 Colors include:
Lemon		
Peach
-’Non-Stop’ Series Double and semi-double 3” flowers. 8”H
		 Colors include:
Appleblossom
Deep Rose Orange			
		
Pink		
Red		
White			
Yellow
-’Prism Sunrise’ The next generation of breeding has created this robust
		
Begonia. Massive double blooms are held up and over the foliage
		
rather than tucked inside. Beautiful shades of peach.
		
More vigorous and taller than traditional Non-stop types at about 14”H.
				

					

REX BEGONIA
4½” Pots

1/2S. BWH. These are also known as Painted Leaf Begonias. Grown for their
beautiful, large, colored leaves. They have striking patterns in variations of pink,
red, black, silver, and/or green. Pot into a loose, well-drained soil mix, avoid overwatering. Fertilize every two weeks in spring and summer. Also makes an easy
indoor plant when given bright, filtered light and warm temperatures.
-’China Curl’ Deeply twisting spiralled leaves have chocolate brown edges
and a central band of silver with a deep pink layer faintly blurring between
the two. Highly distinctive yet easy to blend in plantings. 14”H
-’Escargot’ These attention-grabbing silver and olive green leaves swirl into the
center like a snail shell giving the plant its name. Partially trailing. 6-12”H
-’Fairy’ Part of the Fancy Leaf Large Series. Extra lg., bright multicolored leaves
have burgundy margins, with mostly silver interior and green veins. 6-12”H
-’Fireworks’ Wing shaped, iridescent silver leaves have metallic purple
segments. This is one of our favorites! 12-18”H
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-’Great American Cities’ Series Tricolored leaves have contrasting colors in
center, middle, and on leaf edges. Leaves are generally heart-shaped. 8-16”H
-’Cancun Christmas’ Green outer ring, burgundy center with pink and
white speckles throughout. More compact than the rest of series. 8-10”H
-’Maui Mist’ One of the best pink shaded varieties, long pointed leaves.
-’New York Swirl’ Crisp, dark maroon and black fingers mark the center 		
of the curling snail shaped interior. Silver and pink leaves have a darker 		
undulating leaf margin with irregular teeth along the edge. Exquisite!
-’Seattle Twist’ Bright pink center, cream middle, green and pink edge.
-’Miralest’ Part of the Bob Golden Collection, the leaves of this Begonia have a
thick layer of deep green on the outside, pink in the middle, and almost black
centers; splotched with white throughout. 12-18”H
-’Pink Banded Silver’ Obvious bands of color make this variety a standout
amongst the rest, changing from pink to silver then back to pink again.

BELLS OF IRELAND
6 Packs

S. BCD. Green bells surround small, white, fragrant blooms. Makes a wonderful cut flower. Poor to average, sandy, well-drained soil. Combine with other
green flowers for an interesting combination. Will self sow. Stake plants when
small to avoid sprawling. 30”H.

BIDENS (Spanish Needles)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. Clusters of 1¼”-1½” wide, daisy-like flowers. Lacy, deeply divided, soft lime-green foliage. Flowers are nectar rich, bloom from spring well into
the fall and attract beneficial insects. A good brightener for containers and window boxes. Moderately fertile, well-drained soil. Keep evenly moist, not wet.
-’Bidy Boom Red’ Orange-red flowers on dense branching, vigorous 		
growth. 12”H
-’Bidy Gonzales Big’ Large, single golden yellow blooms over an inch across. 		
Controlled, compact habit. 6-10”H
-’Popstar’ Extremely large, 1½-2” sunny yellow flowers are bigger than most 		
varieties. Mounding/compact habit, 8-12”H
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CALENDULA (Pot Marigold)
6 Packs

S.
BCW. Bright double flowers bloom til frost. Deadhead for best results. Petals
can be used to flavor and color cakes, salads, and dips. Any reasonable soil will do.
-’Bon Bon’ Series 2-3” blooms on free flowering plants. Very early. 8-10”H
		 Colors include:
Apricot
Light Yellow 		
Yellow
-’Pacific Beauty Mix’ Large double apricot and lemon colored flowers. Heat
tolerant. 24”H
-’Princess Mix’ A mixture of 2-3” brilliant orange and yellow, mostly double,
flowers with black or green centers. 18-24”H

CALIBRACHOA (Million Bells)
3” Pots (Unless Noted)

S. BW. EXCELLENT! Small, rich-colored, petunia-like blooms explode over
the plant all season. Very colorful. Self-cleaning. Heavy feeders, that like acid
soil and high amounts of iron in their fertilizer. Attracts hummingbirds!
-’Aloha Tiki Orange’ Very large flowers in a variety of bright, clean colors.
Semi-upright habit.
-’Aloha Kona’ Series Early blooming series with very large tropical colored
flowers. Compact, semi-upright habit is perfect for window boxes. 8-10”H.
		 Colors include: Blue Sky NEWCherry Cartwheel
Dark Red
Hot Orange
Hot Pink
NEWMango
Midnight Blue
Neon
Orange Zest
Pineapple
Yellow
NEW-’Aloha Nani Appleblossom’ Pale pink flowers with darker rose eyes and
yellow centers. Mounding, compact habit. 10”H
-’Bloomtastic’ Series. Extra large blooms with prominent, dark eyes and star
yellow centers.Vigorous and heat tolerant. Mounding 15-18”H
		 Colors include: Pink Flare NEWPurple NEWSerenity
-’Cabaret Orange Improved’ Early hot orange blooms with a hint of vermillion.
Tidy, trailing foliage. 6-10”Hx10-14”
NEW-’Cabrio Sweet Peach’ Controlled, uniform, mounded habit. Rose-pink
flowers with darker eyes and yellow centers. 4-8”Hx12-16”W
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-’Callie’ Series Bright blooms. Strong roots are more tolerant of pH changes than
other Calibrachoas. Excellent for window boxes or hanging baskets. Trailing
12-16”W, 4-8”H
		 Colors include: NEW Burgundy Mango Pink Morning Yellow
-’Chameleon’ Series Highly unique flowers blending shades that will continually
change color in reaction to seasonal factors. Outstanding garden perfomance.
Compact, semi-trailing 8-10”Hx10-12”W
		 Colors include: NEWAvant Garden (Blue violet, gold & white)
				
NEWPink Passion (Shades of pink, yellow centers)
				
Sunshine Berry (Orange, pink, yellow)
-’Hula’ Series Very large flowers with wide, dark colored eyes and a yellow
center. Medium-trailing habit. 10-12”W
		 Colors include:
Blue (Pale periwinkle blue/deep violet center)
					
Orange (Peach, yellow, dark red)					
Soft Pink (Soft pink/dp pink,magenta center)
-’Kabloom’ Series Masses of large, bright blooms covering disease resistant
plants. Bushy/trailing plants have a good branching structure. Ideal for use
in mixed combination planters. 8-12”H, 10-14”W 4 Packs
		 Colors include:
Coral
White		
Yellow
-’Million Bells’ Series. Full mounding plant. Flowers all season long. Heat and
rain tolerant. Selected for garden performance. 6-10”Hx12-20”W.
		 Colors include:
NEW Butter Pop		
Chery Pink
NEW-’Million Bells Trailing’ Blue 1” royal purple trumpets with yellow
throats cascade over medium green petite foliage. Perfect for hanging baskets
and containers. 8”H.
-’Mini Famous Series’ Uno Violet Star Large blooms on well-rounded
plants, ideal for using in mixed containers. Excellent heat tolerance. Mediumcompact habit. 8-10”H, 10-12”W
Colors include: Neo Dbl Dark Blue
NEWNeo Deep Yellow
NEWNeo Lava w/Red Eye
Neo White
			
Neo White w/Yellow Eye
Neo Yellow
				
Uno Violet Star
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CELOSIA

S. BCD. Hailing from the tropics these showy plants are named for their large,
fiery, often flame shaped inflorescences. Plant in masses for a bold bedding display. Rich, moist, but well drained soil.
NEW-’Kelos Atomic Fire’ Neon Pink Long flowering, showy hot pink plumes.
Pointy leaves emerge coppery-bronze in spring, turning green throughout the
season. 15”H. 3” pots
-’Smart Look Red’ Plume type flower. Well branched, bushy habit with dark
bronze foliage. Makes a wide based bush with large, deep red plumes. Outperforms others in extreme heat. 15”H. 6 Packs

CENTAUREA (Bachelor’s Buttons)
6 Packs

S.
BCD. Fluffy, pleasant flower heads. A long time favorite cut flower. Any
well drained soil will do. Thin to 6-12” apart. Don’t over-fertilize for best flowering, dead-heading is recommended, but will self-sow if allowed to mature. EASY.
-’Blue Boy’ Clear blue, 2” blooms. 36”H
-’Emperor William’ Heirloom. Single, lapis-blue flowers are abundantly produced atop sturdy, multi-branched stems. 2-3’H, 1’W.
-’Jubilee Gem’ Dark blue, double flowers. Dwarf, bushy plants. 12”H

CENTRATHERUM
(Brazilian Bachelor Button)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S.
BW. This interesting Brazilian native belongs to the aster family and
has prolific blooms that are loaded with irresistable nectar for the butterfies and
other pollinating insects! Its bushy shape is very useful in borders. LOVES the
heat and will tolerate dry conditions once established, prefers well-drained soil.
-intermedium ’Pineapple Sangria’ RARE and unusual plant. Pineapple scented
leaves with 1” fluffy button shaped lavender-blue flowers. Hundreds of blooms
continuously, starting early summer until hard frost in the fall. 18-24”H, 24”W
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CLEOME (Spider Flower)
4 Packs & 6 Packs

S, 1/2S.
BC. Tall dramatic plants. Unusual, fragrant, spidery flowers are borne
singly or in clusters. A favorite of hummingbirds. Attractive in mass plantings.
For best results, clip off seed pods as they form. Heat and drought tolerant.
-’Queen’ Series Mix Very large and showy plants with 5-6” clusters. Pink is
an AAS winner. 4-6’H, 28-36”W 6 Packs
-’Sparkler’ Series 2.0 Improved series of the first hybridized series on the market. Full, bushy habit is not so overwhelming in smaller gardens. Blush is an
AAS winner. 40-48”H, 2-3’W 4 Packs
		 Colors include:
Blush
Lavender
Vibrant Rose
White

COLEUS (Flame Nettle)

1/2S, S. BHW. Bright colored foliage for those shady areas. Superb potted plants.
Will tolerate sun, but colors fade. Average soil. Remove flowers as they form.

6 Packs (Unless Noted)

-’Black Dragon’ Large, dark red leaves with black edges. 12-14”H
-’Fairway’ Series Well branched plants with an extra dwarf habit have vivid
foliage colors and are versatile. They are well suited for use in baskets,
landscapes, window boxes and planters. 8”H, 10”W
Colors include:
Orange
Rose
-’Giant Exhibition’ Series Extra large leaves. Nice choice for growing indoors
as a houseplant. 10-12”H
Colors include:
Multicolored
Palisandra Black
				
Scarlet Magma
-’Kong’ Series Massive leaves on mounded, well-branched plants. Color becomes
more intense in the shade. 16-18”H, 15-18”W 4 Packs
Colors include:
Red (Green backdrop, lava red-burgundy center)
			
Rose (Thick lime edge, magenta/crimson ctr)
			
Salmon Pink(Thick green edge, salmony brown interior)
			
Scarlet (Scarlet center, deep red with green edge)
-’Premium Sun Chocolate Covered Cherry’ Thin, bright green edges surround
large, vivid rose and deep mahogany leaves. Performs great in either shade OR
sun! 12-14”H, 10-12”W. 4 Packs
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-’Versa Rose to Lime’ Thrives in both the sun and shade. Vigorous, wellbranched plants begin rose colored, eventually disappearing to reveal green
edges with a cream center. 24”H. 4 Packs
-’Wizard’ Series Extremely dwarf and compact. Large leaved with uniform
branching. 10-12”H
Colors include: Golden (Lemon-lime)
			
Mix (7 colors, excl. pastel)
			
Scarlet (Red w/thick green edges)
		
Sunset (Apricot, orange & bronze)

COSMOS
6 Packs

S. BC. Their name is Greek for beautiful. Tall, open branched plants which are
popular for the back of the border or cutting garden. Attracts butterflies.
Average soil, will tolerate drier conditions. Deadhead and don’t overfertilize for
best flowering. Shelter from strongest winds or stake. Allow ample room.
-bipinnatus Large flowers and finely cut foliage. Brings a light look to the garden.
-’Apricot Lemonade’ Gorgeous, early flowering plants with unique
		
pink-centered apricot blooms. Upright, bushy habit. 20-28”H, 14”W
-’Cupcakes’ Series This unusual new series has a flower form that
		
is cup-shaped with petals that are fused together. Superb for cut		
ting. 40”H
			
Colors include:
Blush			
White
-’Daydream’ Pale pink with deep pink centers. 3’H
-’Double Click’ Series Long-blooming plants with gorgeous, frilly, 2-3”pompom flowers. Double & semi-double blooms have sturdy stems. 2-3’H
		
Colors include:
Bicolor Pink			
Cranberries
					
Rose Bonbon		
Snow Puff
-’Lemonade’ Fresh, pale yellow petals and bright yellow eye diverge
		
from the norm with a blurry wide band of white around the eye. An
		
extra special touch to already beautiful flowers. 20-24”H
-’Psyche’ Semi-double, frilly flowers. Uniform and free-flowering. 40-48”H
		
Colors include:
Mix		
White
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-’Rubenza’ Dark, ruby-red blooms mature to rosy-red. 3’H
-’Sea Shells Mix’ Delicate foliage. Flowers have unique petals that each
curve forming a tubular shape. Blooms are shades of white, pink, rose,
and carmine. 3-5’H
-’Sensation’ Series Large, showy, single flowers. 3-5’H
		
Colors include:
Dazzler (Crimson-red)
Mix				
				
Pinkie (Soft pink)		
Purity (White) 		
				
Radiance (Deep rose with crimson)
-’Sonata’ Series Single 3” flowers with gold centers. Dwarf. 2’H
		
Colors include:
Carmine			
Pink		
					
Pink Blush			
White
-’Xanthos’ Stunning, 3” soft pastel yellow flowers fade at the edges. Long
blooming with a compact, upright habit. 20-24”H

CYNOGLOSSUM (Chinese Forget-Me-Not)
6 Packs

1/2S, Sh. B. A valuable splash of blue. Intense blooms rise above the plants in
clusters. Spectacular with whites and pinks. Average, moist but well-drained
soil is best; not overly fertile. Particularly suited for shady areas along northern
or eastern facing exposures and is quite at home when nestled in between shrubs.
-’Firmament’ Rich, clear blue flowers on bushy, compact plants. 15-18”H
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DAHLIA

S, 1/2S. BCW. Diverse and versatile plants. They typically have large, spectacularly colored blooms which are great for attracting butterflies and make wonderful
cut flowers. Large, garden varieties begin blooming later than the potted types,
starting in early summer til frost. Rich, well-drained, evenly moist soil is best.

6 Packs

-’Collarette Dandy’ Mix An outer 3-4” wide ring of flat petals topped by a charming ring of shorter, ruffled petals, often in a contrasting color. Yellow button
centers. Very showy! Dwarf. 8-10”H
-’Figaro’ Series Double blooms. Dark green leaves. Compact. 14”H
		 Colors include:
Field Mix 		
Orange Shades
Red Shades		
				
White		
Yellow
-’Fresco’ Mix Dbl., brilliant colored blooms of red, violet, yllw, white & rose. 12”H
-’Harlequin’ Mix Mixed colors with bold stripes and frilly collars. Very showy!
Dwarf. 10-12”H
-’Milano Yellow’ Single, bright yellow 3” flowers. Glossy green leaves. 12”H

4½” Pots

NEW-’City Lights Purple’ Double deep burgundy flowers darken to almost

black in the center, highlighting yellow anthers. Compact, 18-24”H
-’Dahlinova Hypnotica’ Series Vibrant, eye-catching 4” flowers in unique
shades. Plants are well-branched, uniform, and perform well in either
containers or the landscape. Blooms from spring to fall. 12-26”H
		 Colors include:
Gold		
Rose Bicolor
-’Dalaya’ Series Large blooming plants perform just as well in containers
		
as they do in the landscape. Superior powdery mildew resistance. 16		
18”H, 12-16”W
		 Colors include: White
NEWVampire (Red)
-’Grandahlia’ Series Vivid colored flowers are held above the canopy and
bloom continuously throughout the season. Plants continue to produce buds
during the entire lifespan of the plant. 18-24”H
		 Colors include:
Dark Red
Dark Rose
Yellow
-’Happy Days Neon’ Dissected leaves that are nearly black make a
wonderful background for the bright salmony-pink and yellow, singletype blooms. Well-branched habit works beautifully in containers or the
landscape. 10-14”H & W
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-’Venti’ Series Striking multi and single colored double blooms atop
vigorous plants that have a more controlled habit. 15-18”H, 12-14”W
			
Colors include:
Passion Fruit		
Tequila Sunrise

9” Pots

-Large growing varieties for the garden and for cutting. Decorative type flowers are large, fully double blooms that show no central disc.
NEW -’Blue Bell’ Beautiful, 5-7” purple-blue flowers. Very floriferous. 32”H
-’Claudette’ Deep, 5” fucshia-violet decorative blooms. Tight habit is
good for containers. 18-20”H
-’Firepot’ Brilliant 4”, coral-pink blooms with yellow centers. 18-24”H
-’Gallery Rembrandt’ Low growing with decorative, fully double 4”
blooms with no visible central disc. Deep pink with paler center. 14”H
-’Go-Go’ Series Large flowers and compact growth. Exceptionally strong
stems do not require staking. “Mini dinnerplate” flowers are 4-6”. 14-20”H
-’Peach’ Light apricot-peach
-’Pink & Yellow’ Pastel bi-color
-’Purple’ Rich magenta-purple -’Purple & White’ Pastel bi-color
-’Red’ Bold, bright red			
-’Speckled Pink’ Pastel,rose-red specks
-’White’ Pure white
-’Yellow’ Bright yellow
-’Karma Irene’ Decorative. Bright, fiery orange-red. 6” blooms, 30-36”H.
-’Karma Prospero’ Decorative, 6” blooms. Soft lilac-pink flowers like those
of a water-lily. Dark foliage is a nice contrast. 36”H
-’Munchen’ Bright yellow, 6” blooms. 24”H
				
					

DAUCUS
6 Packs

S. BC. Average, well-drained soil. Keep evenly moist. Give them ample room
to grow. Outstanding, long-lasting filler-type cut flowers! Harvest when the
stems are stiffer and most of the flowers on the umbel are open.
-carota ’Dara’ A colorful spin on the plain ole Queen Anne’s Lace. Shades from
blackberry/wine to soft cranberry to blush pink, with an occasional white. Each
plant bears 7-15 strong, upright flower stalks with 4-6” umbels. 3’H, 24-28”W
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DIANTHUS

S. BWC. This genus of 300+ plants contains annuals for bedding, self-sowing
biennials, and undemanding perennials for the rock garden. Their habit is generally low-growing with grass-like leaves. Blooms can be single, semi-double or double
and come in many shades, either solid or multicolored; most being fragrant. Keep
dead-headed for repeat blooming. Moist, rich, slightly alkaline soil is preferred.
-barbatus (Sweet William) Old fashioned cut flower. Very fragrant. Spectacular
displays when planted in large groups. Shear after bloom to continue flowering.
Being that these plants are biennials, they will bloom every other year. Zone 4.
-‘Dash Mix’ Compact, well-branched plants are strong and have straight
stems. Bright, fragrant blooms are a wide range of five different colors.
No staking necessary. 15-20”H, 12-14”W 4 Packs
-chinensis (Annual Pinks) Named ‘Pinks’ because of their serrated petals, as if
cut with pinking shears. Sweet smelling, lacy blooms all season. Attractive in
the annual border, rock garden, and window boxes.
-’Diana’ Series Mix Early blooming, compact plants. Large, single flowers.
Mix of a wide range of vibrant colors. 10”H x 10”W 6 Packs
			

DICHONDRA

4 Packs & 3” Pots

S. BW. A low, creeping plant with rounded, almost circular silver leaves that
have white on the undersides. Cascading stems producing a waterfall-like effect
when grown in containers or hanging from a stone wall.
-’Silver Falls’ Vigorous growth. Displays a true cascading habit. Very
drought and heat tolerant. Branches well without pinching. 4”H x 24”W

DRACAENA (Spike)
3½” Pots

S, 1/2S. WH. Tall grass-like clumps have been used for accents in urns since
the Victorian era. A mainstay for planters and memorial tubs. Can be used as a
houseplant. Soil-adaptable. Tolerates hot, dry conditions. 18-24”H
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DUSTY MILLER
6 Packs

S. BDW. Exquisite silver foliage provides welcome contrast in the border,
container, or window box. Good dried decoration. Thrives in a hot, dry site.
See “Senecio” listing also on page 55.
-’Silver Dust’ Very fine-cut, silver-white foliage. 8”H
-’Silver Lace’ Delicate, silvery-gray, lacy foliage. Like fine filigree. 6”H

ENGLISH IVY
Choice 4 Packs

1/2S, Sh. WH. This foliage plant comes in many varieties with various leaf shapes
and colorations. The leaves can be lobed, heart-shaped, or rounded and either plain
green or variegated. They look great spilling over the edges of shady containers.
Green varieties:		
‘Duckfoot’		
‘Green Ruffles’
		 Variegated varieties:
‘Glacier’		
‘Gold Child’
			
‘Gold Ingot’		
‘Golden Kolibri’ ‘Lauren’s Lace’
			
‘Mint Kolibri’
‘Yellow Ripple’

EUPHORBIA
3” Pots

S. BCW. A charming plant that has become increasingly popular due to their
unique flower heads. The flowers are actually cup-shaped, ornamental bracts
borne beneath the true flowers. Euphorbias exude a white sap when the stem or
roots are damaged which can irritate the skin. No need for deadheading with
this plant, it is self-cleaning! Excellent in mixed planters and window boxes.
-’Breathless Blush’ One of the first dark-foliaged euphorbias on the market.
This plant has stunning red-flushed leaves with blush pink and white flowers.
Stocky, mounded plants display excellent heat tolerance. 8-12”H, 20-24”W
NEW-’Euphoric White‘Improved Well branched plants fill pots and baskets
quickly with dark green foliage. Large white flower brachts. Heat loving, nonstop color. 14-20”HxW.
NEW-’Stardust Super Flash’ Large white flower brachts with rich green foliage. Compact, well mounding habit. Ideal, resilient filler adds texture to beds
and containers. 8-10”Hx10-12”W
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EVOLVULUS

S, 1/2S. BW Soft gray-green foliage and gorgeous blue flowers all season long.
Keep evenly moist. Fertilize every ten days with a liquid bloom booster or apply
Osmocote. No deadheading required! Protect from light frost in the fall.
NEW-’Beach Bum Blue’ This lovely spreader smothers itself with waves of
intense blue flowers. Adaptable, self-cleaning plants. 6”Hx12”W 3” Pots
-’Blue My Mind’ True blue with larger flowers over soft, silvery foliage. This
plant loves it hot and will tolerate dry conditions once established. Will trail
up to 24”, 6-12”H. 3” Pots & Choice 4 Packs
NEW-’Hawaiian Blue Eyes’ (Brazillian Dwarf Morning Glory). Blue blooms with
white star centers. Trailing, grey-green foliage. 8-10”Hx12-15”W 4½” Pots

FELICIA

S. BWH. Masses of daisy-like blooms hover above fragile, succulent, fresh green
stems; plant away from high traffic areas. Poor to moderately fertile, well-drained
soil. Keep moist and feed every 10 days. May be brought inside for the winter.
-amelloides ‘Astrid Thomas’ Bright, cerulean blue flowers with yellow centers.
Much larger flowers than the species. Likes it cool. CHOICE!! 1-2’H 4½” Pots

FUCHSIA (Lady’s Eardrops)
4½” Pots Depending on Stock

1/2S, Sh. W. Petticoated blooms in many shapes and colors. Fuchsias do not
do well in full sun. They prefer 3-4 hours of morning or afternoon sun. Keep
moist at all times, but not soggy. Remove the berries as soon as they form
-’Dark Eyes’ Double, large, violet-blue with shining red sepals
-’Heri Mochara’ Double, deep purple flowers with white sepals. Upright,
bushy habit and abundant blooms
-’Lavender Beauty’ Double. Red sepals and lavender corollas.
-’Lisa’ RARE! Fluffy double blooms with lavender corollas and bright rose sepals
-’Marinka’ Single bright red flowers with darker crimson petals
-’New Millenium’ Double. Pink corollas with black sepals
-’Swingtime’ Double. White corollas with red sepals
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GAILLARDIA (Blanket Flower)
4 Packs

S.
BWC. This short-lived perennial blankets the ground with flowers continuously from June thru August. Native prairie habitat gives these a high tolerance
for drought and poor soil conditions. Excellent for bedding. Deadhead regularly.
-’Arizona’ Series Ultra compact, tidy, mounded habit. Single daisy-like flowers up
to 4” wide. 8-12”H. AAS winning. Cut back in the fall to increase winter survival.
Colors include:
Apricot (Apricot w/golden yellow edge, green eye)
				
Sun (Mahogany red w/yellow edge)		
				
Red Shades (Crimson red)

GAURA (Wand Flower)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. Profuse flowers resembling butterflies bloom most of the summer
and are displayed above the foliage giving the plants an airy, ethereal look. Deadheading is necessary for best flower production. Does best in well-drained sandy
soil. Tender perennial.
-’Ballerina Rose’ Striking, colorful pink flowers hover over dark-leaved plants;
complimenting them nicely. Mounded, 12-18”H
-’Belleza Compact Light Pink’ Excellent branching with green leaves and
short flower stems. Flowers range from an almost white/blush white to a
soft-medium pink. Mounding 12-18”H
-’Passionate Blush’ So much interest provided by this plant, its new growth
is burgundy colored and eye-catching flowers are deep pink appearing from
ruby colored buds. Blooms are long-lasting. Compact, 18”H
-’Siskiyou Pink’ Brilliant rosy-pink flowers with white stamens. 18-30”H
-’Whirling Butterflies’ Floriferous with bright white flowers. 18-36”H
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GAZANIA
6 Packs

S. BW. These are desert plants, doing best in full sun, dry soil, and hot locations.
Makes a nice edging. Showy daisy-like blooms open in sun and close in shade. Deadhead regularly. In winter these can be kept in a cool room w/a southern exposure.
-’Big Kiss’ Series Huge, 4½” wide flowers can be striped or solid. Flowers all
summer on full, bushy plants that fill in fast. 8-10”H
		 Colors include:
Mix (all colors plus white)
Orange
					
Red (rich burnt orangy-red)
Yellow
					
White Flame (creamy white w/pink stripes)
					
Yellow Flame (yellow w/mahogany stripes)
-’Gazoo’ Show-stopping extra large, 3”flowers. Bright oranges,reds, and yellows
with either clear or ringed blooms. Strong vigor in the ground. 10”H
		 Colors include:
Mixture
Red with Ring
-’Kiss’ Series Large flowers on short, sturdy stems, with dark green foliage.
Frosty varieties have silvery foliage. Mounded and uniform habit. 8-10”H
		 Colors include:
Frosty Red			

GERANIUM
4½” Pots

S, 1/2S. BWH. Nothing says ‘Welcome Home’ more than a clay pot filled with
Geraniums at your door step. Well-drained, moderately rich soil for best bloom.
Tolerates dry, hot conditions. Apply Osmocote monthly or fertilize weekly in the
spring and summer for best results. Protect from wind. To avoid fungus problems, keep foliage and flowers dry. Can be overwintered in a sunny window.
-Interspecific Geraniums Breeding technologies have combined the best qualities of an Ivy with a Zonal. Large flowers are produced continuously all season
long. Their mounding habit makes them suitable for most applications. Superior
garden performance & heat tolerance over the traditional zonal type geraniums.
-’Calliope Large’ Series Exceptional branching and excellent performance
		
has garnered numerous awards for this series-they positively thrive during
		
heat and drought conditions. Vigorous 14-16”H, 20-24”W.
Colors include:
Coral
Dark Red
Hot Rose
			
Orange Splash
Pink
Red					
Rose Mega Splash
Salmon
Scarlet Fire
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-’Calliope Medium’ Series Intense, semi-double flowers. Controlled
		
habit is slightly less vigorous than the large group. 16-20”H, 14-16”W.
			
Colors include:
Red		
White
-Regal Geraniums (Martha Washington Geraniums) Unusual, showy, semidouble geraniums. Regals have eye-catching color patterns and make nice
gifts. Use as a houseplant or for accent plants.
-’Elegance’ Series Flowers early and into the summer. Self-branching, 		
upright. 10-14”H
		
Colors include:
Bravo (White with rose blotch)
					
Burgundy (Burgundy-rose Bi-color)
					
NEWClaret (Red-maroon Bi-color)
					
Crystal Rose (Blush white with maroon center)
					
Imperial Purple (Dark purple, white edge)		
					
Purple Majesty (Deep purple with lilac)			
					
Rose Bi-color (Pink with maroon-red blotch)
					
Sunrise (Salmon-pink w/hints of red & white)
-Scented Geraniums Most scented geraniums bear small clusters of single
flowers. All varieties have leaves that are scented and the fragrance is typically reflected in their name. Upright growing types are usually quite vigorous and benefit from frequent pinching to keep them bushy.
		 Scents include:
Angel’s Perfume (Citrus)		
Apricot			
				
Attar of Roses			
Citronella			
				
Lady Plymouth (Mint rose)
Lemon
					
Orange (Light lilac blooms)
Peppermint			
				
Variegated Nutmeg
-Zonal Geraniums Brightly colored blooms on compact, floriferous plants.
Leaves typically feature a band or “zone” of darker color, hence the name.
Your classic Geraniums.
		 -’Americana’ Series Boldly colored, large flower heads. 14-16”H & W
				
Colors include:
Cherry Rose			
Coral		
				
Dark Red
Dark Salmon			
Light Pink Splash		
			
Pink			
Salmon
White
White Splash
		
-’Rocky Mountain Series’ Strong, vigorous plants with outstanding gar		
den performance. Their value is best utilized in bedding displays, give
		
extra room planting every 18”; as opposed to the typical 12”.
		 Colors include:
Dark Red
Orange
NEWMagenta
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GERBERA (Transvaal Daisy)
4½” Pots

S. BCW. Solitary, daisy-like flowers oozing with cheerfulness. They prefer rich,
moist, well-drained soil. Heavy feeders! Pot one into a decorative container for
an excellent gift idea.
NEW-’Flori line Giant Mix’ Highly uniform plants in a wide palette of vivid
colors and fun, eye-catching two-tones. 6-7” flowers. 12-14”H
-’Revolution Mega Select Mix’ Bushy plants are vigorous and perform well
in large containers. Extremely large, brightly colored flowers, mostly having
dark eyes. 12-16”H

GERMAN IVY

4 Packs & 3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. Lush, dark green, 2-3” ivy shaped leaves are fragrant when
bruised. These plants LOVE to cascade- from planters, down window boxes, and
below hanging containers. They provide an excellent backdrop for colorful annuals and are more heat tolerant than english ivies. Give consistent moisture for
best results. Vigorous, trailing 4’ or more! Makes a good houseplant as well.

GOMPHRENA (Globe Amaranth)
6 Packs

S. BCD. Upright spikes of clover-like flower heads provide interest to dried
flower arrangements and crafts. Average soil that is well-drained is ideal, will
tolerate dry soil when established, but needs water during extended dry periods.
-’Qis’ Series Qis stands for “quality in seed”. Large, 1½-2” ball-shaped flowers of lilac, pink, purple, rose, and white from summer until frost. Strong,
well branched stems. 20-24”H
		 Colors include:		
Mix			
Purple
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HELICHRYSUM (Licorice Plant)
3” Pots (Unless Noted)

S. BW. Attractive filler in borders and containers, the soft colors and oval leaves
provide a wonderful neutral accent. Poor to avg., well-drained soil. Keep moist.
-’Icicles’ Upright mound of silver foliage, slender needle-shaped leaves. Great
as a stand-alone in a unique planter. 12”H Choice 4 Pks Also
-’Licorice’ Series Licorice-scented leaves. Excellent semi-trailing/trailing habit.
-’Lemon’ Bright, lime colored foliage. Slightly less vigor. 8-12”H, 24-30”W
-’Mini Licorice’ (Plecostachys) Petite, pale bluish green leaves. 8-12”H, 1220”W Choice 4 Pks Also
-’Splash’ Variegated green and lime foliage. Vigorous grower! 12”H, 24-30”W
-’White’ Silver-white felted leaves. Vigorous grower! 12”H, 24-30”W

HELIOTROPE

3” Pots (Unless Noted)

S, 1/2S.
BCW. Colorful and very fragrant - so much so that it is farmed for
perfumes. Smell is reminiscent of baby powder or vanilla. Deadhead to promote
flowering, flowers are very attractive to butterflies. Performs best when shaded
from the hottest sun. Heavy feeders. Rich, moist soil. Do not allow to dry out.
-arborescens ’Fragrant Delight’ Deep purple flowers. 12-18”H
-arborescens ‘Marino’ Series Huge clusters of vanilla scented blooms, beginning earlier than the older varieties. Compact/medium vigor with excellent
branching and an upright habit. 10-14”H, 12-18”W
		 Colors include:
Blue		
White
-’Mini Marine’ Very fragrant, large umbels, compact. 12-16”H 6 Packs
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IMPATIENS

1/2S, Sh. BW. Here’s that needed color for the shade. Blooming all season long.
Moist soil is ideal, allow to dry slightly between waterings. Water in the morning to keep help discourage the formation of mildew. Height is variable depending on conditions. EASY! Excellent in containers.

Double Varieties-Choice 4 Packs

-’Silhouette’ Series Mini, gorgeous rosebud type blooms sit above the foliage.
Early flowering, with uniform growth habit. 8-12”H & W
		 Colors include: Appleblossom
Purple
Red
				
Rose		
Salmon
White

Single Varieties (Busy Lizzie)-6 Packs

-’Beacon’ Series The second series to be specifically bred for resistance to
		
Impatiens Downy Mildew, showing even better performance than the
		
Imara series after being inoculated. 10-12”H, 12-14”W
		 Colors include:
Coral		
Orange
Rose
			
				
Salmon
Violet Shades White
-’Imara XDR’ Series The first series with a proven resistance to Impatiens
Downy Mildew! Thorough testing in the US & EU showed a strong performance in the garden all season long, even after being inoculated with the
mildew. Mounding 10-12”H & W
		 Colors include:
NEWPink		
NEWPurple
Red			
				
Rose 		
Salmon Shades
White

New Guinea Impatiens-4½” Pots

A good substitute for Geraniums if you have fungal problems on your blooms.
New Guineas love fog and rain AND they tolerate more sun than regular Impatiens!
-’Magnum’ Series Enormous flowers that will not fade during high temperatures. Strong performer with superior branching. 8-10”H
Colors include: 		
Blue		
Clear Pink Clear White		
Fire		
Hot Pink
Lavender
NEWLight Lavender
NEWMagenta		
Pink		
Purple				
Red		
Red Flame		
Salmon
White Blush
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-’Paradise’ Series. Large flowers at the end of each stem. Excellent, uniform
habit. Thrives in full shade/partial sun. 12-18”Hx10-14”W
Colors include:
NEWLight Salmon NEWMagenta Eye

Sun-Loving Varieties-4½” Pots

-’Sunpatiens Compact’ Series An outstanding new and award-winning addition to the garden. Providing easy, continuous color all season in either the sun
or part shade, they thrive in high heat and humidity. Avoid excessive fertilizer
which would lead to less flowers. 14-32”H, 14-24”W. Can reach 3 feet tall when
grown in the landscape.
		 Colors include:
Coral Pink Hot Pink
Orchid Blush			
				
Red 		
White

IPOMOEA (Sweet Potato Vine)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BC. Used as an attractive foliage filler for pots and window boxes, most
varieties having rounded or heart-shaped leaves. Very versatile. Average, welldrained, evenly moist soil is ideal.
-batatas varieties
-’Bright Ideas Black’ Traditional lobed-leaf shape in luxurious deep burgundy.
Durable and heat tolerant with controlled vigor. Semi-trailing, 8-12”H, 18-24”W
-’Bright Ideas Cordate Lime’ Semi-trailing lime green heart shaped leaves.
8-12”Hx18-24”W
NEW-’FloraMia Series’ Compact plants for less tangling. Tough and vibrant.
Thrives in sun and shade. 4-8”Hx12-24”W
		 Colors include:
Black
Limon
Limon Wedge
NEW-’Sweet Georgia Series’ Selected for improved color and compact growth
habit. Complimentary in mixed containers without overtaking. Full sun.
Colors include:		
Black Maple		
Light green
-indica Morning Glory Vine. Tropical vine w/stunning, 4” blue trumpet shaped
flowers. May be kept as a houseplant in winter. Climbing & trailing 8-10’H
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LANTANA
3” Pots

S.
BW. Characterized by domed clusters of bright flowers that are attractive
to both hummingbirds and butterflies. These plants thrive in hot weather and
bloom profusely from spring until frost. Poor to average, well-drained soil. Fertilize often and dead-head spent blooms for best results.
-’Bloomify’ Series The first Lantana series on the market to have certified,
completely sterile flowers! Blooms are produced continuously without deadheading! Ball-shaped, mounded habit. 12-20”H & 12-18”W
Colors include:
Red			
Rose
-’Lavender Weeping’ Clusters of 1” wide, warm lilac flowers on trailing stems.
-’Lucky Lavender’ Beautiful blush white and pink clusters with pale lemon
colored florets towards the center. Plants have excellent branching and withstand stressful conditions with ease. 12-16”H, 12-14”W
-’White Weeping’ Pure white, 1” flower clusters on trailing stems.

LARKSPUR (Annual Delphinium)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S.
BCD. Showy blooms for great color. Fertile, well-drained soil. Excellent cut flowers are also attractive to hummingbirds. Deadheading will prolong the bloom time, but will self-sow if flowers are allowed to set seeds.
-’Qis’ Mix Superior uniformity, color, and stem quality. The best series for cut
flower production. 3’H

LAVATERA (Tree Mallow)
6 Packs

S. BC. Delicate Hibiscus-like blooms all season. Bushy habit is useful for
hedges or as an accent plant in the border. Ordinary, well-drained soil. Planting
in a soil that is too rich will yield few flowers.
-’Mont Blanc’ Large, 4” pure white flowers have a lovely sheen. 24”H
-’Twins Hot Pink’ A dwarf that is satiny with fully rounded, 4” flowers. Disease tolerant. Excellent cut flowers. CHOICE! 20”H
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LISIANTHUS (Eustoma)
6 Packs

S. BC. Elegant, chalice-shaped flowers with fleshy gray-green leaves. Best results will be achieved when planted in the ground rather than a container. Rich,
well-drained soil. Likes lime. A must for the cutting garden! Will continue to
produce flowers after first cuttings are taken.
-’Mariachi’ Series Ultra-double, 3-3½” flowers. Great cut flower. 20-36”H
Colors include:
Blue			
Carmine		
Lavender
				
Misty Pink		
Pure White
-’Rosita 2’ Series Strong stems and thick leaves, mid-sized rose shape blooms
are long-lasting for cutting. 30-36”H
Colors include: Blue Picotee Green Saphire Purple
-’Voyage 2’ Series Gorgeous double flowers that are abundantly filled
with lightly fringed petals and unique, globular buds. These sturdystemmed blooms offer the traditional long vase life after cutting. 24-36”H
Colors include:
Deep Rose		
Light Apricot
White

LOBELIA

S, 1/2S.
BW. Trailing types for window boxes and hanging baskets. Compact types for beds and borders. Moist, rich, well-drained soil. Needs shade
protection in hot weather. Shear to promote blooms. The finishing touch!

3” Pots- Cutting Grown (Flowers all season!)

-’Bella Mare’ Compact growth and heat tolerance combine making this plant a
great choice for containers. Large flowers with a predominant white eye are a
knockout in baskets. Mounding. 12-18”H
-’Hot’ Series Cutting grown. The most heat-tolerant varieties of Lobelia.
Compact, semi-trailing habit and large flowers. 8-12”H
		 Colors include:
Bavaria (Dk blue, large white eye)		
					
Water Blue (Lavender, blue overtones, white center)
-’Magadi Basket Series’ Mounded, thick-branching with outstanding summer
performance. Semi-trailing, 12-18”
		 Colors include:
Dark Blue		
White
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-’Techno’ Series Early flowering, with a trailing habit. Heat types have an improved tolerance for summer conditions producing a more consistent blooming period. 6-10”H, 18-24”W
		 Colors include:
Cobalt Blue			
Heat Dark Blue
Heat White Improved Large Blue Violet		
Light Blue

6 Packs- Seed Grown

-’Crystal Palace’ Deep blue flowers on upright plants. 6”H
NEW-’Palace White’ Dainty white flowers with creamy white eyes. Early
flowering, compact habit. 4”H
-’Regatta’ Series Extra early blooming. Trailing habit. 8”H
		 Colors include:
Marine Blue			
Sapphire 		
					
Sky Blue
-’Riviera’ Series Compact, upright, ball-shaped plants with bronze lvs. 6-8”H		
Colors include:
Marine Blue			
Midnight Blue
					
Sky Blue			
White

LOPHOSPERMUM
4½” Pots

S. Fully-trailing vine that will perform all summer long. Large, trumpet-shaped
flowers have long, slender stems. Pale green leaves have very serrated edges and
will fill in to magnificently provide coverage for masking a post or other structural element. EASY.
-’Lofos Compact’ Series Compact version of the traditional Great Cascade
with the same high quality flowers and a habit that camouflages spent flower
bracts nicely. Neat and tidy habit is quite vertical- a good choice for those
slender areas that aren’t wide enough to accomodate most other basket offerings. Trailing to 30”
Colors include:
Rose		
White
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LOTUS (Parrot’s Beak) 3” & 4½” Pots

S. C. This trailing tender Mediterranean sub shrub is in no relation to the aquatic
lotus plants. Excellent filler for container plantings. Will tolerate a wide range of
growing conditions including dry/sandy soil and a pH that is acidic or alkaline.
Plants grow best with average soil that is well-drained. Flowers are only produced when plants experience a cooling period beforehand.
-berthelotii Soft, silver-green needle-like leaves are arranged in whorls along
the stems. Trailing/spreading 2-3’ or more. 6-8”H

LYSIMACHIA (Creeping Jenny)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. Shiny golden foliage brightens up gardens and containers. Great
filler plants for combination containers. Average, moist soil. These are actually
ground-covering perennials that are hardy to Zone 3. Easy!
-’Goldilocks’ Miniature chartreuse, disc-shaped leaves on trailing plants.
Leaves will turn lighter yellow with more sun. 2-4”H

MANDEVILLA/DIPLADENIA
6” Pot with Trellis

S. W. Large, morning glory-like blossoms on a twining vine with glossy, dark green
leaves. Avg. to rich soil that is moist but well-drained. Blooms all summer and into
the winter, where it makes a fine houseplant for a hot sunny window. In season,
allow to dry slightly between watering and feed every two weeks with a liquid
bloom booster; or apply Osmocote. Goes dormant in winter with some leaf drop.
Keep much drier in fall and winter until new growth starts in spring. Loves it hot!!!
-’Pink Parfait’ RARE! Large, dark green leaves. Rich pink, double flowers.
Hose-in-hose blooms have a wonderfully fruity scent! 4” Pots
-’Sun Parasol’ Series Gorgeous blooms, glossy, green foliage. Natural climbers.
		 Giant Group: Vigorous 3-5” flowers- later than orig. group. Lg.,coarse leaves.
			
Colors include:
Crimson
Pink		
White
		 Original Group: Compact growth, 2-3” flowers early, small rounded leaves.
		 Colors include:
Pink
Sunbeam		
White
-’Sundenia Series’ Crisp, 3-5” blooms with yellow throat. Upright, bushy habit.
24”HxW
		 Colors include:
Red		
White
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MARIGOLD
6 Packs

S.
BCW. Not boring anymore! Extremely versatile annual with many flower
forms and heights. Blooms all summer. The dwarf varieties stand out in
planters and the taller ones make a bold statement in borders (may need staking).
A true garden workhorse. Deadhead for better bloom.
-African Marigolds Useful in large, formal beds.Big, flattened globe-shaped flwrs.
		
-‘Big Top Orange’ Massive 3-4”, fully double blooms create an impressive
display. Sturdy, multibranched plants. Improved garden perfomance. 		
16-20”HxW
		
-’Lady’ Series Large, 3-4” double blooms. 16-18”H
		
Colors include:
First (Bright Yellow)
Orange
		
-‘Jubilee Diamond’ Weather resistant, 4” lemon yellow blooms on sturdy
		
stems. 18-24”H. An old favorite returns!
		
-‘Marvel ’ Series Excellent outdoor performance. Tight, 4” double blooms
flower early in the season. 18”H
			
Colors include:
Gold			
Yellow
-French Marigolds Prolific flowers and compact habits.
		
-‘Durango’ Series Extra large flowers on strong stems. 10-12”H
			
Colors include:
Bolero (Golden yellow w/red tips)
Flame (Mahogany w/orange edges) Red 			
Yellow
		
-‘Fireball’ Multicolored, 2½” new red and older bronze-gold flow-			
ers on the same plant. In warmer conditions, color changes faster with less 		
distinction. 10-12”H
		
-‘Safari’ Series Extra large, clear flat blooms. 8-10”H
			
Colors include:
Orange
Yellow
Yellow Fire
		
-‘Super Hero’ Series Large 2” blooms hold up through the summer 		
heat and continue to produce blooms up until frost. Early and uniform 			
flowering with compact habit. 10-12”
Colors include: Deep Orange Deep Yellow
Harmony
Orange Bee
Orange Flame
Spry		
-Signet Marigolds Compact plants with finely divided, lemon scented, fernlike foliage. Masses of small flowers cover these plants & would make nice
baskets.
		
-‘Lulu’ Charming, single, lemon yellow blooms. 8-12”H
-‘Tangerine Gem’ Low, neat mounds of lacy leaves. Petite, dime sized,
		
single orange flowers have a long blooming period and are edible. 12”H
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-Triploid Marigolds Hybrids of African and French Marigolds. Sterile flowers
don’t put energy into forming seeds so they bloom profusely and continuously
thru the hot weather.
		
-‘Zenith’ Series Huge 3” blooms, some that are carnation-style and some
		
crested types. Fantastic garden performance all summer-long with excel		
lent branching. 12-15”H, 10-12”W
			
Colors include:
Deep Orange
Golden Yellow
						
Lemon Yellow
Red & Gold

MATRICARIA (Feverfew)
6 Packs

S.
BCW. syn. Tanacetum. Closely related to Chrysanthemums, this plant
has finely cut leaves. Often strong-scented. Bees and wasps dislike them and will
avoid the area, take care not to plant them near other plants where pollination by
bees is necessary. Excellent border plant and cut flower. Will self-sow.
-‘White Wonder’ Double white blooms with yellow centers. 24”H

MORNING GLORY/MOONFLOWER
6 Packs (Unless Noted)

S, 1/2S. BW. Vines for around the mailbox, for climbing up a trellis or fence, or for
hanging from a planter. Will tolerate poor soil but prefers evenly moist conditions.
A limited number of assorted 6” trellised pots will be available also.
-’Blue Star’ Large blue flowers with white stars. 8-12’H
-’Clark’s Heavenly Blue’ Large, sky blue flowers. Favorite. 8-10’H+. 6” Pots Also
-’Crimson Rambler’ Crimson red flowers with white centers. 6-8’H
-’Grandpa Ott’ Very old variety. Dark purple with a red star.
-’Moonflower White’ Magnificent, fragrant blooms open at night. Blooms
until first frost. 10-20’H 6”Pots Only
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MYOSOTIS (Forget-Me-Not)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S.
BW. One of the most beautiful spring plants. Compact, mat forming
plants covered with dainty flowers. Biennial. Self-sows freely once established.
Well-drained, moist acidic soil.
-palustris Bright blue flowers with small yellow eyes bloom from May thru
August. Runner type roots that will spread up to 18”. Keep soil moist. 6-8”H

NASTURTIUM

6 Packs (Unless Noted)

S.
BW. Bright colors, climbers and dwarfs. Edible flowers add interest to salads - colorful and tangy, sightly spicy leaves are also edible and high in vitamin
C. Soil should not be too moist or rich for best blooms. If nothing grows there,
plant Nasturtiums! Keep watered during dry weather. Very easy, fun AND
showy! Works just as well when grown in planters and baskets.
-’Gleam’ Series Large, fragrant, single and semi-double flowers. Trailing.
		 Colors include:
Golden		
Mix
-’Jewel Mix’ A rainbow of brilliant yellow, red, orange, pink, chamois, 		
rose and some bicolored double blooms. 12”H
-’Ladybird’ Dwarf, bushy plants have golden-yellow flowers with eye-			
catching bright red spots. 8”H
-’Peach Melba’ Bright, soft, cream-yellow colored blooms with maroon dots.
Compact, mounding habit. 10”H
-’Phoenix’ Abundant blooms in fiery shades of gold, orange and red. Spaces
in between the saw toothed petals lend a wonderfully messy appearance to
the flowers. Bushy habit. 1’H, 1-1½’W 4 Packs
-’Tip Top Alaska’ Series Old fashioned, single, 2½” flowers. Silver variegated
leaves. 10-12”H
		 Colors include:
Gold			
Mix			
Scarlet
-’Whirlybird’ Series Flowers sit open-faced on top of the stems and lack 		
the typical black spur. Mounding habit. 12”H
		 Colors include:
Cherry Rose		
Mahogany Red
Mix
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NEMESIA
3” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. Tubular flowers borne on racemes. Starts flowering early and is frost
tolerant in the fall! Shear to keep blooming. Useful for softening container plantings,
will drape over the sides. Avg.-rich, well-drained soil that remains moist is best.
Transplant with care as these plants are brittle. Most have a candy-like fragrance.
NEW-fruticans ’Karoo Violet Ice’ Blooms continuously with highly fragrant, 		
pink, indigo and white blooms with central yellow eye. Well-branched
stems w/attractive medium green leaves. 10-18”H, 12-18”W
-hybrida ’Angelart’ Series Very showy, large fragrant flowers atop an upright,
mounding habit. Vigorous. 8-12”H & W.
Colors include:
Banana
Orange
Peach Imp Strawberry
-hybrida ’Escential’ New genetics have introduced these varieties with elevated
heat tolerance and strong fragrance. Charming bi-colored blooms early in 		
the season. 8-12”H & W
Colors include:
Blueberry Custard		
Raspberry Lemonade		
				
Pinkberry
		
Strawberry
-hybrida ’Nesia’ Floriferous plants have large, delicately scented flowers. Bred
for very good heat resistance with a compact/upright habit and excellent 		
branching. 14-16”H
Colors include: Banana Swirl (Bicolor yellow & pink)
		
NEWDark Blue(Dark blue w/yellow eye)
		
NEWTropical(Pink &peach tones, orange eye & purple blotch)
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NICOTIANA (Flowering Tobacco)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S.
BCW. Very fragrant, old-fashioned flowers. Put where you’ll enjoy
them - along walks, around terraces or at doorsteps. Average soil. Easy. Often
self-sowing and will attract moths and hummingbirds. Very popular!
-’Fragrant Cloud’ Large, beautiful white flowers with a strong fragrance in the
evening will attract various species of Sphinx Moths. 3’ H		
-’Perfume’ Series Heavily-scented, upward-facing blooms are 2” across and
held above the foliage. A lovely choice for cut flowers. 16-20”H
		 Colors include:
NEWBlue Deep Purple		
Red
					
NEWRose NEWWhite
-sylvestris ’Only the Lonely’ White fragrant flowers all summer. 4½-5’H

NIGELLA (Love-in-a-Mist)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BCD. Flowers seem to float above the ferny foliage. Interesting, inflated
seed pods are good for drying. If seed pods are not desired, deadheading will prolong blooming. Will self-sow if allowed. Average, well-drained soil. Easy! Prefers
the cool portion of the season so re-plant every month for continuous blooms.
-‘African Bride’ An award-winning variety for quality with gorgeous
		
pure white petals and contrasting, nearly black seed pods. 34-36”H
-’Miss Jekyll Blue’ Sky blue flowers. Bushy, 24”H

ORLAYA (White Lace Flower)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BC. grandiflora. (White Finch) Pure white flowers resemble the
blooms of lace-cap Hydrangeas. Delicate fern-like foliage. Long blooming, from
summer through fall. Long-lasting cut flowers. Rave reviews from our gardener
clientele! Take cuttings frequently to keep flower production going. 24”H
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OSTEOSPERMUM
3” Pots

S. BW. Daisy-like flowers in iridescent colors. Glossy foliage. Blooms best
during the cooler periods of the season but would continue to bloom longer if
given a site that is protected from the strong mid-day sun. Average to poor soil
that is light and well-drained. Feed weekly.
-’Margarita’ Series Large flowers on well branched plants. Compact, 12-16”H
		 Colors include:
Blue Sunrise		
Bronze Flare		
Dark Pink
				
Orange Flare		
Purple		
-Voltage’ White This is the longest blooming Osteospermum available on the
market, it exhibited very good heat tolerance in grower trials. Mounding/
spreading habit. 10-16”H, 24-28”W
		

OXALIS
4½” Pots

S, 1/2S. BWH. Grown for their light textured foliage and long blooming flowers. Foliage color may vary depending on light conditions. Mostly mounding
habit intermingles well with other plants. Can also be used as a houseplant with
great results, shear back stems if they get too long and leggy.
-’Charmed Wine’ Mix of large, deep burgundy and black triangularly lobed
leaves that have dainty lavender-pink or white flowers. 10-14”H

PANSY & VIOLA
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BW. These irresistible faces are truly a sign of spring. Choose from our
extensive selection. Masses of velvety color for borders, edging, and containers.
Moist, fertile soil. Frequent deadheading keeps flowers coming. Will bloom all
season if watered, deadheaded, and fertilized properly.
-Pansies Large flowers on compact plants. Assorted 6” pots
-’Colossus’ Series Huge, 4” blooms on compact plants. 4-6”H
		 Colors include:
Deep Blue w/Blotch
Lavender Medley			
Neon Violet		
Purple w/Blotch		
Tricolor				
White				
Yellow			
Yelow w/Blotch
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-’Delta Premium’ Series Now available as premium-bred for increased plant
health and vigor. Large, 3” upright facing blooms. Some with faces. 4-6”H
		 Colors include:
Deep Blue
						
Marina (Blue shades w/dk blue eye)
		 Pure Primrose
Pure White
Pure Yellow
-’Majestic Giants II Blotch Mix’ Extra large flowers. Uniform habit. 8”H
-’Mammoth’ Series Vigorous plants with large blooms. 6-8”H
		 Colors include:
Sangria Punch (Deep rose & yellow w/dark eye)		
						
Viva La Violet
-’Matrix’ Series Superior branching without stretching. 8”H
		 Colors include:
Blue Blotch		
Citrus Mix
						
Yellow Purple Wing
-’Ultima Morpho’ This AAS winner shows color early and is a striking
combination of blue and yellow. 6”H
-Violas Masses of small, brightly colored, fragrant flowers cover these plants.
6 Packs, Assorted 6” pots also
-’Penny’ Series Uniform habit and flowering. 4-6”H
Colors include:
Blue
Citrus Mix
Denim Jump-up			
Marina
Marlies
Orange
Orange Jump-up
Peach Jump-up Primrose Picotee
Purple Picotee			
Violet
White Blotch White Jump-up Yellow Blotch
-’Sorbet’ Series Outstanding temperature tolerance. 6”H
		 Colors include:
Citrus Mix		
Lemon Chiffon

PETCHOA
4½” Pots

S, 1/2S. BW. A cross between a petunia and a calibrachoa. The results are flowers that are as abundant as a calibrachoa with the larger size of a petunia. Very
tolerant of heat and adverse weather conditions, with no “breaks” between flowerings. Grow the same as you would a petunia.
-’Supercal Terra Cotta’ Large, vibrant orange-salmon flowers create a canopy 		
of color. 10-14”Hx12-16”W
-’Supercal Premium Cinnamon’ Large vibrant pumpkin orange blossoms with
a dark charcoal eye and lipstick rose edges; overall color fading with age. Nonsticky foliage. Medium vigor, semi-mounding 14-20”H & W
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PETUNIA

S, 1/2S.
BW. The most popular of all annuals. Some are fragrant, varieties
with the strongest fragrance tend to be colors that are darker and more saturated;
like purple. Moist, well-drained, acidic, fertile soil. For best results water and
fertilize often. Deadhead (the seed grown types) & pinch back for best flowering.

4½” Pots- Cutting Grown

-’Crazytunia’ Collection Novelty petunias that are grouped together by
their funky and/or unique colors. Habit, vigor, and flower size will vary.
Varieties include: Black Mamba
Blackberry Cheesecake
Blue Ice
Cosmic Pink
Iced Berry 		
Tiki Torch
-Grandiflora Hybrids Lg. flowers on mounding plants from early summer-fall.
-’ColorRush White’ Excellent garden performance shown in trials.
Heat and rain tolerant! Vigorous mounds, 10-12”H, 2-3’W
-’Dekko Series’ Exceptional garden performance. Versatile habits work 		
for any application. Cheery, solid blooms. 10-14”H, 20-22”W
Colors include:
Banana
Sky Blue
-’Headliner Yellow’ White flower with yellow veining flaring out 			
from the center. Mounded, trailing habit. Large, heat tolerant blooms.
10-16”H, 20-30”W
-’Potunia’ Series Tight, “bubble-like” habit makes for lush, flower-filled
containers all season. Excellent mildew tolerance. Plus varieties are 25%
larger. 6-10”H
		
Colors include:
Coral
NEWMoonlight Bay
NEWPlus Cobalt Blue
Plus Pinkalicious
		
Starfish (White w/lilac star & dk eye)
-’Ray White’ Incredible garden performance. Self-cleaning! Very large,
attractive white flowers. Compact habit, 8-12”H
-’Starlet Series’ Good choice for small pots and mixed plantings. Flowers
very early. Very good heat tolerance. Mounding/trailing. 6-10”H, 12-20”W
Colors include: Blue
NEWPink Lemonade
NEWSalmon Red Vein
-’Veranda Compact Double’ Series Beautiful, fully double, ruffled
blooms that present themselves around the outside of the plant, not 		
hidden inside. 6-12”H, 18-24”W
		
Colors include:
Lavender		
Sugar Plum
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-Landscape and Spreading Hybrids Excellent for bedding, to fill in spaces in
the border, in window boxes, or containers. No deadheading required!
NEW-’Durabloom Series’ Very vigorous with mounding habits. Remark		
able landscape plants. Outstanding in large containers.
		
Colors include:
Electric Lilac		
Soft Pink
					
White			
Yellow
-’Supertunia’ Series A longtime favorite of growers and home gardeners.
The large flowers have an irresistible fragrance, self-cleaning habit, 		
and continuous bloom. 6-12”H, 1-2’W.
Colors include: Bermuda Beach (Salmon)
Honey (Golden)
				
Royal Magenta 			
Royal Velvet
-’Surfinia’ Series Vigorous, trailing plants can spread up to 8’W. Selfcleaning and more tolerant of wind and rain than other petunias. 5-7”H
		
Colors include: Deep Red
Heavenly Blue		
Rose Vein
-Multiflora Hybrids Smaller flowers are more prolific than the grandiflora
types and have a better tolerance to the elements. Strong stems with a slightly
more compact habit as well.
-’Surprise’ Series Large flowers atop lush, vigorous plants. Spreading/
trailing growth. 8-12”H
		
Colors include:
Blue 		
Blue Sky
Marine
White Orchid
Yellow
NEWYellowstone
-’Sweetunia’ Series Unique blooms stand out from the crowd and begin
early on. Upright-semi trailing habit with medium vigor. 8-12”H
Colors include:
		
Fiona Flash- Scarlet red with crimson highlights, black eye
		
Johnny Flame- Neon purple edging with deep purple center
		
Miss Marvel- Deep burgundy-black with a white border
		
Purple Spotlight- Thick white edge with deep aubergine center
		
Suzie Storm- Crimson edging with deep burgundy center
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4 Packs- Seed Grown

-Landscape and Spreading Hybrids Excellent for bedding, to fill in spaces in
the border, in window boxes, or containers. No deadheading required!
-’Easy Wave’ Series Compact, spreading habit. Flowers are 2-3”. 6-12”H,
		
spreads up to 3’W.
			
Colors include:
Blue		
Lavender Sky Blue
		
Rosy Dawn (Coral/wht eye)
White		
Yellow
-’Evening Scentsation’ 2017 AAS winner! The fragrance
exuding from this petunia is sensational, especially at night. Blooms of
lavender-blue are 2½”. Mounding/spreading habit. 5-8”H, 30-36”W
-’Opera Supreme’ Series Robust plants produce copious amounts of
blooms covering the whole length of the stem. 12-15”H. Vigorous plants
create carpets in the landscape, covering up to 12-15 square feet!
Colors include:
Blue		
Pink Morning
Purple
					
Raspberry Ice
White
-’Ramblin’ Series Free flowering, more compact than other spreading
types. 8-10”H, 2½’W
Colors include:
Neon Rose		
Nu Blue
Nu White
-’Shock Wave Denim’ Vibrant, 1½-2” wide flowers are the earliest among
the Wave series to bloom. Floriferous and self-cleaning with a manageable habit. Plants are quick to recover after rain. 7-10”H, spreads 2½-3’W
		 -’Wave’ Series Ground hugging, spreading plants. Flowers are 2-2½”.
		
Very popular! 5-7”H, spreads up to 4’W! 						
		
Colors include:
Lavender		
Misty Lilac
					
Pink			
Purple, Classic
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PHLOX
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BW. Loose clusters of fragrant blooms decorate the garden, hummingbirds will soon follow. A nice plant for edging and mixed beds. Prefers fertile,
well-drained soil and the cooler part of the season; may die out during intense
summer conditions. Do not over water. Deadhead to prolong blooming and cut
back to a few inches above the soil if they become leggy.
-’21st Century’ Series An amazing dwarf, spreading, colorful ground cover.
Flowers from early spring until frost. Compact habit. 10”H EXCELLENT!
Colors include:
Crimson		
Mix 			
				
Scarlet		
White

PLECTRANTHUS
4½” Pots

S, 1/2S, Sh. BW. A marvelous filler for containers or bedding. Being a member of the mint family the hairy, soft foliage is often aromatic when bruised.
Dappled shade with average to rich, well-drained soil is best. They also make
fine houseplants.
-coleoides ‘Nico’ Purple Swedish Ivy. This vigorous accent plant has colorful
rounded, dark green leaves with purple venation. Thrives in sun or shade.
Deer resistant. Semi-prostrate habit. 8-10”H, 1-3’W. 4½” Pots
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POPPY
6 Packs

S.
BC. Dainty blooms all summer are perfect for bees that just love romping around inside gathering pollen. Sear stems after cutting for longer vase life.
Light, well-drained, moderately rich soil. Loves our cool climate and is resistant
to deer browsing. Some may need staking and most can be spaced 10” apart.
-’Cherry Glow’ Heirloom selection with stunning ruby red, tulip-shaped petals
accented by a bright white interior. Classic silvery gray lettuce-leaf foliage. 2-3’H
-’Frosted Salmon’ Lush, salmony-pink peony type blooms seem straight out of
a still life painting with their gorgeous ruffled texture. 2-3’H
-’Hungarian Blue’ Lovely, lavender-violet heirloom variety that is extra vigorous
w/healthy foliage and strong stems! Large seed pods filled w/blue-black seeds.
-’Peony Mix’ Fully ruffled 4” blooms in purple, pink, scarlet, white & yellow. 2-3’H
-’Lauren’s Grape’ Show stopping violet blooms with dark centers. 2-3’H
-’Shirley Double Mix’ All double, brightly colored blooms. 2½-3’H

PORTULACA (Moss Rose)
6 Packs

S. BW. Low-spreading sun lovers. Flowers will only open in sunny weather,
deadhead to promote blooming. Thrives in sandy soil. Tough, drought tolerant
plants can be used in sites where few other annuals will grow. Useful for edging
along rock gardens or walls, or in containers.
-’Sundial’ Series Huge, double flowers on compact plants. Very showy with
vivid colors. Early and long-lasting. Low, 6” high, spreading to 15” wide.
Colors include:
Fuchsia		
Mango		
Peach
-’Tequila’ Series Tolerates cool, wet conditions better than other portulacas.
Spreading habit. 8”H x 14-18”W
Colors include:
Mix			
Peppermint		
				
White			
Yellow
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RUDBECKIA
6 Packs

S.
BC. Huge daisies in a variety of rich, warm colors. In the right conditions,
some may come up again in future years. Most are R. hirta hybrids. Average loamy
soil. It’s not summer without these beauties. Flowers all summer until frost!
-’Autumn Colors’ Shades of reds, yellows, and bronzes with flowers up to 5”
in diameter! 20-24”H
-’Cappuccino’ Rust-colored, 4” flowers with yellow edges. 18-20”H
-’Cherokee Sunset’ Double and semi-double 4” flowers. A blend of sunset
colors - golden yellow, orange, bronze, and mahogany. 24-30”H
-’Denver Daisy’ Large, 6-8” abundant golden flowers draw attention with
distinct rings around their dark eyes. 22-26”H
-’Goldilocks’ Beautiful 3-4”bright golden-orange, daisy-like flowers that are
mostly double; some are semi-double. 24-28”H
-’Indian Summer’ Bronze petals, red rings, and rusty red centers make an
attractive contrast. 5” flowers. 36”H
-’Marmalade’ Large, golden yellow daisies with dark eyes. 18”H
-’Prairie Sun’ Very large flowers with yellow tips on golden petals and green
centers. 28-32”H
-’Sonora’ 6” sunflower-like blooms with brown centers. 1-2’H

SALPIGLOSSIS (Painted-tongue)
6 Packs

S. BC. Petunia-like, exotic blossoms with many contrasting veins or sometimes
stripes; each one a velvety work of art on its own. Excellent as cut flowers and in
mixed or container plantings. Transplant with care in fertile, evenly moist, welldrained soil. Protect from strong winds and give partial shade during the hot
summer season for a longer blooming period. Weaker stems may demand staking.
-grandiflora ‘Finest Mixture’ Beautiful, rich colors. 36”H
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SALVIA (Sage)

4 & 6 Packs, 3” Pots (As Noted)

S.
BCW. Bright flowers on showy spikes. Red salvia is popular for patriotic
red, white, and blue schemes. The blue salvias are often used in large bedding
displays to tie in and soften other colors. Fertile, well-drained soil. Pinch to
promote bushiness. Deadhead regularly.
NEW-buchaanii ‘Icon Series’ Featuring a well-behaved habit and shiny, mildew resistant foliage. Flowers are in large clusters held just above the upright
foliage. 18-22”Hx12-16”W 4½” Pots
			
Colors include:
Dark Blue		
Light Blue
-farinacea varieties Blue Salvia - even though it comes in other colors. Typically blue flowers on long graceful stems.
		 -’Cathedral’ Series Full, well-branched plants with richly colored flowers.
18-24”H 3” Pots
		
Colors include:
Deep Blue		
Sky Blue
					
Shining Sea (Bicolor blue & white)
-’Evolution’ Deep violet flowers on long, dense spikes. Well-branched
habit. 18”H 6 Packs
-’Fairy Queen’ Well-branched plants are long-blooming. Densely filled
spikes of sapphire blue flowers are brushed with white. 18”H 6 Packs
-’Mystic Spires Blue Imp.’ Extended outdoor performance makes for true
blue flowers all season-plants still look beautiful at the end of sept.! A new
growth pattern also hides the dead foliage underneath. 2-2½’H 3” Pots
-’Rhea Blue’ Compact, even habit. 18”H 6 Packs
-’Victoria Blue’ Extremely uniform spikes of color above green, shiny
foliage. 18-22”H 6 Packs
NEW-hyb. ‘Bodacious’ Varieties If you loved the ‘Rockin’ Series - Try these
gorgeous new early blooming hybrids. 3” & 4½” Pots
-’Hummingbird Falls’ Superbly branched, compact, mushroom shaped
form studded with brilliant purple tubular flowers. Some afternoon
shade is beneficial. Tolerant of heat and humidity once established. Excellent for hanging baskets. 12-24”Hx18-30W
-’Rythym and Blues’ Deep, sapphire blue tubular flowers emerge from
solid black calyxes on black stems. Rich, green, anise scented foliage.
Compact enough for medium sized containers and is a real show stopper in the garden. 3-4’Hx2-3’W
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-’Smokey Jazz’ Bright, berry colored tubular blooms on smoky black
calyxes freely reflower throughout the season. Dark green anise-scented
leaves keep their color in the summer heat. Improved branching creates
a compact, rounded form. 3’Hx3’W
-x. longispicata ‘Mysty’ Everything we’ve come to love about Mystic Spires with
slightly less vigor- great for mixed plantings. 12-18”H &W 3” Pots
-patens varieties Gentian Sage. Loose racemes of 2” long, deep blue flowers.
-’Patio’ Series Compact plants with soft, green foliage. 12”H 6 Packs
		
Colors include:
Deep Blue		
Sky Blue
-splendens ’Sizzler Red’ Scarlet Sage. Bright spikes. Compact, 10-12”H 6 Packs

SANVITALIA (Creeping Zinnia)

S, 1/2S. BW. Abundant, small, zinnia-like blooms cover this spreader until
frost. Great in rock gardens, containers, or as an edging plant. Soil that is average to rich and well-drained is preferred but plants will tolerate dry and sandy
soil. Little fertilizer is required.
-’Mandarin Orange’ AAS winner. This versatile variety has outstanding, 1”
double orange flowers that with their dark center look like miniature sunflowers. 6”H 6 Packs
-’Million Suns’ Prolific blooms of golden yellow daisies. Well-branched,
mounded habit. 10”H 6 Packs
NEW-procumbens ’Sunvy Trailing’ Bright yellow flowers hover above dark
foliage. Semi trailing, eventually drapes over the edges of hanging baskets and
containers. 8-12”Hx12x14”W 4½” Pots
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SCAEVOLA (Fan Flower)
3” Pots

S, 1/2S.
BW. Spectacular fan-shaped flowers all summer! Great for attracting
butterflies. Excellent, tough, showy plants for those who want something new
and easy. Keep moist but be careful not to over water or over fertilize. A diluted
solution of iron phosphate will deepen their color. Easy! No dead-heading necessary! Seashore native and deer tolerant.

NEW-’Bombay Dark Blue’ Dark blue-purple fans. Compact plants with a trail-

ing habit. 6-10”Hx14-18”W
- ’Fairy Blue’ This excellent Scaevola produces free-branching plants that are
outstanding performers. 6-10”H, 1½-2’W
-’Scalora’ Series Virtually impervious to the summer heat! Durable, vigorous
and well-branched. 8-14”H, trailing 12-24”W
Colors include:
’Diamond’ Bicolor blooms are lavender and white. 15”H
’Glitzy’ UNIQUE, lavender and white with lemony yellow eye. 8-14”H
‘Suntastic Yellow’ Two-toned yellow and white with a darker yellow 		
throat. 8-12”Hx12-14”W
-’Scampi’ Series Compact, tidy habit is suitable for mixed containers as well as
landscape plantings. Mounded. 6-10”H, 12-18”W
		
Colors include: Blue
Pink		
White

SNAPDRAGON
6 Packs

S.
BC. Long time favorites for the garden. Great colors! Plant en masse for
a spectacular display. Blooming starts at the base of the spikes and moves upwards. Deadhead for repeated bloom. Very fertile, well-drained soil.
-’Liberty’ Series Very early flowering with large, graceful spikes. 24-28”H
Colors include:
Crimson		
Lavender		
Mix			
				
Rose Pink		
White			
Yellow
-’Madame Butterfly Mix‘ Bright, azalea-like, double blooms. 24”H
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-’Rocket’ Series Long flower spikes. Heat resistant. 30-40”H Excellent cut flower!
		 Colors include:
Cherry
Lemon		
Red			
				
Rose 			
Mix			
White
NEW-’SnaptasticMix’ New container or border type snapdragon with a sturdy,
upright habit and superior, strong stems that stand up to environmental changes. Intense, long lasting flower stalks display a colorful mix of yellow, orange,
flame, magenta, pink and red blooms. 14-16”H
NEW-’Snaptini’ Series. Classic flowers on more compact plants for a better
fit in window boxes, mixed containers and at the front of the garden. Strong,
break-resistant stems means no staking required. 6-8”HxW
		 Colors include:
Peach		
Red		
Rose
					
Sunglow
White		
Yellow

STATICE
6 Packs

S. BCD. A favorite cut flower, wonderful for drying - keeps its color well and
resists shattering after processing. Harvest flowers when they are fully open and
hang upside down to dry. Good for beginners. Average soil.
-’Formula Mix’ Improved balance of colors and uniformity. Productive plants
produce 1½-3” flower clusters. Array of colors including blue, pastel blue,
purple, white, rose shades and yellow. 24-30”H

STOCK (Gilliflower)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BC. Deliciously scented racemes of flowers over soft blue-gray foliage.
Looks great mixed in the perennial border or a seaside planting. They come into
their prime in September. Stocks are a member of the Brassica family so it’s best
to not plant them in the same place year after year. Rich, moist, well-drained soil.
-’Mime Purple’ Strong stems showcase at least 55% double florets. Abundant deep
purple blooms with slight shades of color variation add to the “wow-factor” in
the cutting garden. Upright, green-leafed plants. 15-18”H, 6”W
-’Vintage’ Mix Double & single blooms. Frost & heat tolerant. 18-22”H
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STRAWFLOWER
6 Packs

S. BCD. Old fashioned favorite. Attracts butterflies. For dried flowers, cut
stems before the blooms are fully open and hang to dry. May require staking.
Average to dry, well-drained soil. Tolerates low fertility.
-’Monstrosum Mix’ Large, up to 3”, brilliant flowers on tall, sturdy stems. 		
Gold, orange, magenta, pink and rose shaded blooms. 36-40”H
-’Sultane Mix’ Lovely, 2-2½” double flowers. Varying hues of pink, orange, 		
purple, red, salmon, yellow and white blooms. 36-40”H

SUNFLOWER

4 Packs (Unless Noted)

S, 1/2S.
BC. These cheerful and familiar flowers twist to follow the sun. Attractive to seed-eating birds. Sturdy, yet should be planted on its own or at the back of
the border as their roots give off a chemical that inhibits the growth of some plants.
Well-drained soil. Also, check out our nice selections in the seed rack.
-’Fantasia Blend’ This pollen-free mix contains 4-8” double and semidouble blooms,selected from the whole spectrum-white to darkest red.4-5’H
-’Procut’ Series single stem plants have tall, strong stems and 4-6” pollen free 		
blooms. 60-72”H.
Colors include:
‘Bicolor’ Bi-color yellow w/Mahogany inner ring
				
NEW‘Gold Lite’ Golden yellow with paler disks
				
‘Orange Excel’ Classic yellow-orange w/brown disks
-’Ring of Fire’ 5-6” flowers have golden petal edges and a red ring surrounding the chocolate brown center. 5-6’ H
NEW-’Shock-O-Lat’ Multiple, rich chocolate blooms with honey-gold rimmed
edges reach up to 6” wide. Ethereal gold halo around the big central seed		
head. No two blooms are exactly the same. Pollen-free. Up to 6’H
-’Sunfinity’ This innovative new variety is vigorous and branching-producing
many large, bright yellow flowers for 9-12 weeks!! Stronger tolerance to
mildew than traditional sunflowers. In the garden it can get 3-4’ high and 2-3’
wide if adequate amounts of water are given. 8” Pots
NEW-’Zohar’ Bright as the sunrise golden-yellow 4-6”single flower on each 		
tall, sturdy stem. Deeper golden ring around the classic brown center. 4-5’H
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SWEET PEA (Lathyrus)
6 Packs

S. BC. These climbing vines bear clusters of fragrant flowers all season. Wonderful cut flowers. Keep blooms picked for best production. Mulch to keep roots
cool. Side dress with 10-10-10 or Osmocote. Rich, deep, moist soil.
-’Mammoth’ Series Lrg flwrs w/long stems. Early flowerng & heat resistant. 5-6’H
		 Colors include:
Deep Rose		
Lavender		
Mid Blue
		 Mix 			
Navy Blue
Salmon Cream-Pink
		
Scarlet		
White
-’Old Spice Mix’ Highly fragrant 1” blooms smell like orange blossoms. 5-6’H

THUNBERGIA (Black-eyed Susan Vine)
4½” Pot

S, 1/2S. W. This graceful, old-fashioned twining plant has nearly triangular leaves
and trumpet shaped flowers with flattened faces. Rich, evenly moist, well-drained
soil. Protect from the wind. Blooms continuously ALL summer long. Fast growing!
NEW-’Arizona Glow’ Bright orange-red blooms with a black-purple eye. 5-8’H
-’Arizona Lemon Sunrise’ Pale lemon yllw w/white edges. Dark black eye. 5-7’H
-’Arizona Pink Beauty’ Large, soft blush-pink blooms have a deep, dark
central eye and petals that are intermittently brushed with white. 40-80”H
-’Arizona Rose Sensation’ Breakthrough new color! Lovely shades of
deep rose blooms with dark black eyes. 5-8’H
-’Lemon Star’ Lemony-yellow with dark almost black eyes.
NEW-’Sunny Susy Glow’ Smoldering, deep orange trumpets on winding
stems. Vigorous climber. 5’ H
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TITHONIA (Mexican Sunflower)
6 Packs

S.
BC. Daisy-like blooms which attract butterflies and make excellent longlasting cut flowers. Fast growing and drought tolerant, they seem to ENJOY
the extreme summer temperatures! Doesn’t prefer soil that is too rich or moist.
Blooms start in the summer extending through fall, deadhead regularly.
-’Fiesta del Sol’ AAS winner. Intense, 2-3” dark orange blooms. Heat, wind,
and pest resistant. Compact, cutting variety. 2-3’H
-’Torch’ (Red) AAS winner. Brilliant 3½-5” orange-scarlet blooms. Strong
branching habit. Can become much larger with more thorough waterings. 40”H

VERBENA

S.
BW. Rounded clusters of small, tubular flowers. A workhorse in the garden. Blooms all season long and is attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. Average soil that is well-drained and evenly moist. Regular deadheading
will encourage repeat blooming. Self sows.

Choice 4 Packs-Cutting Grown (Unless Noted)

-’Lanai’ Series Great mildew resistance. Flowers are 1-2” wide. Premium
varieties are striking novelty colors and patterns. Upright varieties are better for smaller containers with their mounded habit that will not fall open in
the middle. 8-12”H, 12-14”W. Most other colors have a strong trailing habit
6-10”H, 20-24”W. Excellent!
		 Colors include: Blue		
Bright Eye		
Candy Cane
Deep Purple
Twister Hot Lips
Twister Purple (3”)
Peach
Royal Purple w/eye Red		
Royal Purple w/eye
Scarlet w/Eye (3”)
Sky Blue (3”)
Upright Purple Velvet
White
-’Wicked Great Grape’ Intense, eye-catching novelty pattern never-beforeseen. Massive blooms w/bisected florets that have cool violet/purple on the
inner side and white w/lav. edge on the outer side. Compact, mounding
plants. 12-18”H

6 Packs-Seed Grown

-bonariensis Small, rose-violet blooms carried in 2-4” clusters, excellent as cut
flowers. Blooms until frost. 3-4’H
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3” Pots-Cutting Grown

-bonariensis ‘Lollipop’ Unique dwarf form makes this variety an ideal choice
for the front of the border. Excellent flower canopy and shelf life when cut.2’H
-’Empress’ Series This series is very tolerant of cold and heat, their trailingspreading habit is useful in either bedding or container applications. Charme
flower types have a lighter eye for a bicolored effect. Sun types are specifically bred for filling up the landscape with fantastic outdoor performance with
reduced time between blooms. All with extra large flowers! 6-12”H, 18-36”W
Flair types have a semi-upright, slightly more compact habit.
Colors include: Amethyst Charm
Blue Charm
Flair Cherry		
		
Flair Pink Charm
Flair Violet Blue Hot Pink Charm		
Imperial Blue		
Sun Lavender Charm
White
-’Firehouse Light Pink’ Individual florets with a pure white eye and soft, blush
pink outside make for a lovely effect. Bred to have a shorter cycle between
blooms for more color! Superior garden perfomance with excellent powdery
mildew resistance Mounded, 8-10”H, 18-22”W

VINCA (Annual Periwinkle)
6 Packs

S, 1/2S. BW. syn. Catharanthus. Brightly colored five-lobed blooms appear similar to Impatiens. Shiny, dark green, simple leaves. These plants thrive in the
heat and humidity, being native to Madagascar. Moist, rich, well-drained soil.
-’Cooler’ Red Large 1½” flowers have overlapping petals making them extra
showy! Shiny dark green foliage and a refined, mounded habit. More tolerant of cool, wet conditions. 10-12”H
NEW-’Pacifica Mix’ Uniform, neat, bushy plants that stay colorful all season. Mix
of many colors of 2” flowers with a small, distinctive contrasting eye. 12-14”H
-’Solar’ Series This disease resistant series tolerates cooler weather conditions and
hot/humid conditions. Large, 2” blooms with overlapping petals that make
blooms seem even larger. Strong basal branching with compact habit 10-12”H
Colors include:		
Orchid w/Eye
Raspberry w/Eye
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VINCA VINE

4 Packs & 3” Pots

S, 1/2S. W. These trailing vines combine well in containers, baskets, and window boxes. Trimming will help keep them looking neat. Primarily grown for
their attractive foliage they can be seen sprinkled with pale blue flowers in summer. Average soil and plenty of water, adapts well to most soil types.
-major varieties Annual vining types
-‘Variegata’ Near sage colored leaves w/irregular white markings splotched
here, there & everywhere. New growth has touches of yellow. Trails 3’plus!
-‘High Color’ Similar to the variegated type except with creamy yellow
markings that are more uniformly dispersed. 12-18“W
-‘Wojo’s Gem’ This showy variety has slightly wavy deep forest green
leaves with unusually placed distinct lemon-yellow highlights towards the
inside. Stems are also an interesting matching muted yellow color. 15-18“W

ZINNIA

6 Packs (Unless Noted)

S.
BCD. Unique flower forms with great color ranges. Attracts butterflies.
Long- lasting cut flowers. Colors remain vibrant when flowers are dried. Blooms
abundantly summer until frost. Deadheading increases bloom time. Average soil.
Loves hot, full sun. Give space. For best results don’t water late in the day. Keep
foliage dry and provide good air circulation. Tall types will need to be staked.
-Dwarf Varieties Can also be used in containers. 10-18”H
-’Magellan’ Series Vibrantly colored pom pons. 12-14”H
		
Colors include:
Cherry		
Ivory			
Mix		
Pink			
Salmon
Yellow
-’Profusion’ Series Winners of many awards! 2” blooms on self-cleaning
plants. Vigorous and disease resistant. 10-12”H
		
Colors include:
5 Color Blend
Double Deep Salmon
Double Hot Cherry
Double Yellow
Red
-’Zahara’ Series Very large flowers bloom all summer. 12-18”H 			
Colors include:
Double Bright Orange
Double Cherry		
Double Fire		
Starlight Rose
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-Medium Height Varieties 20-30”H
.
-’Canary Bird’ Rich canary yellow dahlia type flowers. 20”H
-’Queen’ Series Fully double 2½-3” blooms are marvelous! Both showing
gradations of amazing color in a mostly monochromatic display with the
addition of lime. Upright, well-branched plants supply a high number of
stems. Orange is 2’H, Red is 2-2½’H
		
Colors include:
		
Lime Orange(AAS winner. Orange, peach, salmon, yellow & lime)
		
Red Lime (Magenta & lime center, cream, dusty rose & warm rose)
		 -’Zesty’ Series Large, 3-5” double flowering, non-fading intensely
		
colored blooms. A neat, well-branched habit that will fill in large
		
garden areas or make container plantings shine. 18-24”H, 18-24”W
			
Colors include:
Fuchsia
Mix		
Pink		
			
Purple		
Scarlet
White		
Yellow
-Tall Varieties 3-5’H
-’Benary’s Giant’ Series Extra large, fully double blooms. 30-40”H
Colors include:
Bright Pink		
Carmine Rose			
					
Coral Hallo 		
Deep Red (Meteor)
					
Golden Dawn
Lilac			
					
Lime			
Polar Bear (White)
					
Purple (Royal)
Scarlet Flame
-’California Giants Purity’ Large white, flat, graceful blooms. 36-48”H
-’Luminosa’ Giant mammoth type, bright deep pink blooms. 36-40”H
-’Miss Willmott’ Big, fluffy, double pink blooms on long stems. 3’H
-’Royal Purple’ Reddish purple dahlia type blooms. 24-36”H
-’Scarlet Flame’ Giant mammoth type, scarlet blooms. 36-40”H
-’State Fair Mix’ The largest flowered Zinnia. Complete range of colors.
Stocky plants with thick leaves. 24-36”
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HANGING BASKETS
This year, Surry Gardens is offering a large selection of new and interesting
hanging baskets. There is sure to be one that will meet your needs. We have
plants for sun and shade, plants that will tolerate heat, cool, and wind; in addition to plants that will attract hummingbirds and butterflies.
Get your baskets early, they don’t hang around for long.
To ensure that our hanging baskets beautify your surroundings all season, we
recommend the following care. For general feeding, we suggest Osmocote brand
time-release fertilizer pellets. (14-14-14) Apply at the time of purchase, and reapply every 4 to 6 weeks. The recommended amounts to add are as follows:
8” baskets - 3 tablespoons, 10” baskets - 5 tablespoons, 12” baskets - 7 tablespoons, 14” baskets - 9 tablespoons, and 16” baskets - 12 tablespoons. In addition
to Osmocote, some varieties will need supplemental feeding of a water soluble
fertilizer such as Peter’s Blossom Booster or Miracle-Gro. These heavy feeders
are noted in their descriptions. To keep your plants beautiful throughout the
season, it is important to check water daily and remove all spent blossoms and
seed pods. Keep in mind that once your basket has matured it would not be
unusual for it to need watering more than once a day, especially if it is located in
full sun or a windy area. All our baskets are priced on labels or on lists posted in
each greenhouse.
Codes:

S - Sun		

1/2S - Part Sun		

Sh - Shade

BACOPA (Water Hyssop)
10” Baskets

S. Very showy flowers all summer long. Small, scalloped leaves. Vigorous and
heavy blooming. Heavy feeders. Keep moist.
-’Scopia Gulliver’ Series This series was bred for abundant, early blooms that
are continuous throughout the season, increased heat tolerance, and durability. Branched, compact habit. Extra large flowers up to 1” across.
		 Colors include:
Blue			
White
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BEGONIA

Assorted Baskets (As Noted)

1/2S. Gorgeous camellia-like blooms provide a brilliant display until frost. Morning
or afternoon sun or a full day of filtered sun. Keep evenly moist and protect from
strong winds. Remove faded blossoms and fertilize often to keep them in bloom.
-’Amstel’ Series Vigorous, floriferous plants. 12”H 8” Baskets
		 Colors include:
Blitz (Yellow)		
Camilla (White w/ rose)
					
Carneval (Orange & yllw) Clara (Bright White)
-’Dragon Wing Red’ Large, wing-shaped, glossy green leaves with brightly
colored single flowers in abundance all season. 12-15”H 12” Baskets
-’I’Conia’ Series Huge, resilient, double flowers. Ceaseless flowering for sun
and shade. Semi-trailing to 12”. 10” Baskets
Colors include: Miss Malibu Coral Orange
			
Miss Miami Red Tones
			
Miss Montreal Cream & soft yellow, delicate coral edge
-’Illumination’ Series Numerous, double and semi-double flowers angelically
frame soft green leaves; cascading habit. 10” Mono Baskets
Colors include:
Apricot Shades
Golden Picotee
Lemon		
		
Orange
Rose 		
Salmon Pink		
Scarlet
-’Move2 Joy Pink’ Larger, double soft candy pink flowers that sit on top of the
foliage. Improved sturdy, round habit is more compact.
-’Netja Dark’ Semi-double, flamingo pink blooms. Dark, shiny green leaves.
Upright habit. 8” Baskets
-’Non-Stop’ Series Double and semi-double 3” flowers. 8”H 10” Baskets		
Colors include: Appleblossom
Fire		
Red		
Yellow
-’Rhine’ Series Fully-double, peony-type blooms. 8” Baskets
		 Colors include:
Borias (Soft, Antique Pink)
					
Dragone Champagne (Soft peachy-pink)
-’Santa Cruz’ Elongated, fiery red-orange blooms. Large arrow-shaped, nearly
serrated green leaves. 10” Baskets
-’Solenia’ Series Fully-double flowers bloom all season. Vigorous, glossy dark
green foliage. Proven garden performers. 8” & 10” Baskets
		 Colors include:
Apricot		
Dark Pink		
Dusty Rose		
				
Light Pink		
Red 			
Velvet Red		
				
Vermillion Red
Yellow
-’Valentine Red’ Shiny, dark green leaves with bright, fire engine red, double
blooms. Mounding. 8” Baskets
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BEGONIA, REX

Assorted 12” Baskets

1/2S. These are also known as Painted Leaf Begonias. Grown for their beautiful,
multi-colored leaves. They have striking patterns in variations of red, black, silver,
pink, and/or green. Avoid over-watering. Feed every 2 weeks in spring & summer. Also makes an easy indoor plant when given bright, filtered light and warm
temperatures.

BOUGAINVILLEA
10” Baskets

S. Exquisite paper-like bracts in stunning colors bloom all summer. Allow to dry
slightly between watering. If extended wet weather occurs, be sure to bring your
plant in out of the rain. Protect from wind. Needs full sun to flower and would
benefit from trimming off spent flower stalks, allowing fresh flower bracts to
develop significantly faster. Ask for our culture sheet.
-’Elizabeth Angus’ Glossy green foliage and vibrant purple bracts. Full, lush habit.
-’Fire Opal’ Brilliant, orange-gold bracts with bright green elongated leaves.
-’Flame’ Small, more narrower green leaves that start out tinged red with
bright brick-red colored bracts.
-’Imperial Thai Delight’ Dark green leaves showcase one of the most interesting
displays of color. Bracts that emerge white will develop pink shading towards
the tips, pink coloration will be less prominent if grown with less than intense sun.
-’James Walker’ Large bracts start out deep orange maturing to an iridescent
magenta giving this variety a beautiful contrast. Moderate grower.
-’Juanita Hatten’ Rich rose-red bracts and slightly variegated foliage.
-’Mauna Kea’ Giant, white bracts with a neat and tidy habit.
-’Ruby’ Dark green leaves hold deep ruby-red bracts with contrasting bright
white anthers inside. Magnificent!
-’Silhouette’ Giant light lavender-pink bracts. Compact growing.
-’Sundown Orange’ Deep orange bracts mature to a light pink. Dark green leaves.
-’Vera Deep Purple’ Particularly suited to growing in cooler climates. These
plants are exceptionally heavy bloomers, and are often displaying colorful bracts
along the entire branch. Compact, vigorous growth with dense green foliage.
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CALIBRACHOA (Million Bells)
6”, 8” & 10” Baskets

S. EXCELLENT! Small, petunia-like blooms explode over the plant all season. Very
colorful. Self-cleaning. Heavy feeders, that like acid soil and high amounts of iron
in their fertilizer. Let dry slightly in between waterings. Attracts hummingbirds!
-’Confetti Garden Aloha Hawaiian Flamingo’ Semi-upright to trailing. Vigorous growers. Tropical combination of intense violet pink, purple, and soft pink.
-’Confetti Garden Aloha Hawaiian Nani Nouveau’ Semi-upright, compact habit.
Large, bold mix of golden yellow, midnight blue, and rose pink.
-’Confetti Garden Aloha Kona’ Series More compact growth than the Aloha
series, semi-upright habit. Lg. flowers in cheerful tropical colors.
		 Colors include:
Hawaiian Country-True blue, dark red, white			
			
Hawaiian Flamingo-Hot pink, soft pk., midnight blue
				
Hawaiian Hilo-Dark red, pineapple, true blue
				
Hawaiian Kalani-Hot pink, orange, pineapple
				
Hawaiian Mahalo-Hot pink, dark lavender, cherry
				
Hawaiian Summer-Dark red, pineapple, hot orange
-’Confetti Garden Duo Bloomtastic Blossoms’ This show-stopper has extra
large, pale pink and lavender-blue blooms. Prominent, darkened eyes with
central yellow star. Vigorous and heat tolerant.
-’Confetti Garden Trio Summer Solstice’ Another attention-getting, vigorous
calibrachoa mixture. This blend combines the extra-large starred & solid Bloomtastic varieties with a lovely bright yellow.
-’Trixi’ Series These combinations use a mixture of the vigorous Mini Famous
series of calibrachoa. Floriferous plants are loaded with irresistable blooms.
Colors include:
			
Batting Eyes (Orange, salmon & yllw w/dark eyes)
			
Party Favor (Blue, pink & white)
			
NEW Gold & Bold (Dark blue, deep yellow, purple)
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CHENILLE
8” Baskets

S. Long, soft, drooping cattails all year. Keep evenly moist. Heavy feeders,
apply Osmocote in spring and summer. Bring indoors for winter enjoyment.
Keep in a sunny window. Easy and FUN! The kids love ‘em.
-’Firetail’ Fuzzy, red flowered tassels. 6”H

CONVOLVULUS (Trailing Morning Glory)
8” Baskets

S. Most captivating sprawlers. Allow to dry slightly between waterings, will be
drought tolerant once established. Apply a slow release fertilizer such as Osmocote or feed regularly once per week when watering (likes lime).
-’Morning Trails’ Pale lavender blue flowers that close in the evening. Very pretty.

EVOLVULUS

8” & 10” Baskets

S, 1/2S. Soft gray-green foliage and gorgeous blue flowers all season long. Keep
evenly moist. Fertilize every ten days with a liquid bloom booster or apply Osmocote. No deadheading required! Protect from light frost in the fall.
-’Blue My Mind’ True blue with larger flowers over soft, silvery foliage. This
plant loves it hot and will tolerate dry conditions once established. Will trail
up to 24”, 6-12”H
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FUCHSIA (Lady’s Ear drops)
10” Baskets

1/2S, Sh. Extremely popular hanging basket. Large petticoated blooms in many
shapes and colors. Fuchsias do NOT do well in full sun it causes leaf discoloration.
They prefer 3-4 hours of filtered morning or late afternoon sun. Keep moist at all
times, but not soggy. During breezy or hot weather, they may need water twice a day!
		
Leaf and blossom drop are caused by:
		
1. Extreme changes of temperature or environment.
		
2. Allowing to get too dry or too wet
		
3. Keeping inside the home.
		
4. Too Much Sun!
-’Blue Eyes’ Pink sepals over double blue corollas.
-’Dark Eyes’ Double, large, violet-blue with shining red sepals.
-’Heri Mochara’ Double, deep purple flowers with white sepals. Upright,
bushy habit and abundant blooms.
-’Holly’s Beauty’ Large, double, lilac flowers with porcelain white sepals.
-’Lavender Beauty’ Double. Red sepals and lavender corollas.
-’Lisa’ RARE! Fluffy double blooms with lavender corollas and bright rose sepals.
-’Marinka’ Single bright red flowers with darker crimson petals.
-’New Millenium’ Double. Pink corollas with black sepals.
NEW-’Paula Jane’ Semi-double pink and dark rose.
-’Seventh Heaven’ This excellent trailing variety boasts magnificent, 4” creamy
white and carmine-red flowers.
-’Southgate’ Double pale pink corollas and blush pink-white sepals.
-’Swingtime’ Double. White corollas with red sepals.
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GERANIUMS
10” Baskets

S, 1/2S. Very popular hanging basket with good green foliage and profuse
double or single blooms. Protect from wind. Can be brought inside in winter.
Needs acidic soil - apply Miracid every week. Don’t let go too dry. Water until
pot drips, then pour off excess water from saucer.
-’Ivy League’ Series (Ivy) Exceptional heat tolerance with strong branching,
making for FULL hanging baskets. 12-14”H, 20-24”W
		
Colors include:
Arctic Red		
Burgundy Bicolor
		
Deep Pink		
Hot Coral		
Light Lavender
		
Orchid		
Red			
Salmon
		

IPOMOEA (Morning Glory Vine)
Assorted 12” Baskets

S. indica Tropical vine with stunning, 4” bright cornflower blue, trumpet shaped
flowers. May be used as a houseplant in winter. Average, well-drained, evenly
moist soil is ideal. Climbs 8-10’ tall and will trail just as much!

LANTANA
10” Baskets

S. Characterized by domed clusters of dainty flowers that are attractive to both
hummingbirds and butterflies. These plants thrive in hot weather and bloom
profusely from spring until frost.
-’Lavender Weeping’ Clusters of 1” wide, warm lilac flowers on trailing stems.
-’White Weeping’ Pure white, 1” flower clusters on trailing stems.
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LOPHOSPERMUM
10” Baskets

S. Fully-trailing vine that will perform all summer long. Large, trumpet-shaped
flowers have long, slender stems. Pale green leaves have very serrated edges and
will fill in to magnificently provide coverage for masking a post or other structural element. EASY.
-’Lofos Compact’ Series Compact version of the traditional Great Cascade
with the same high quality flowers and a habit that camouflages spent flower
bracts nicely. Neat and tidy habit is quite vertical- a good choice for those
slender areas that aren’t wide enough to accomodate most other basket offerings. Trailing to 30”
Colors include:		
Rose			
White

MANDEVILLA/DIPLADENIA
10” Baskets (Unless noted)

S. Large, morning glory-like blossoms on a twining vine with glossy, dark green
leaves. Blooms all summer and into the winter, where it makes a fine houseplant
for a hot sunny window. In season, allow to dry slightly between watering and
feed every two weeks with a liquid bloom booster or apply Osmocote. Goes
dormant in winter with some leaf drop. Keep much drier in fall and winter until
new growth starts in spring. Loves it hot!!!
-’Pink Parfait’ RARE gem! Large, dark green leaves. Rich pink, double flowers. Hose-in-hose blooms have a wonderful fruity scent. 12” Baskets only
-’Sun Parasol’ Series Vividly-colored blooms. Glossy, green foliage. Vigorous
habit with excellent branching. Coarse foliage.
		 Giant Group: Vigorous, 3-5” flowers, a natural climber.
			
Colors include:
Crimson
Pink		
White
		 Original Group: Compact, bushy growth, 2-3” flowers, small rounded 		
leaves. Slightly earlier than the giant group.
			
Colors include:
Pink		
Sunbeam
White
-’Sundenia’ Series Large, 3-5” flowers on a more compact, manageable plant.
			
Colors include:
Red		
White		
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MIXED HANGING GARDENS
10”, 12” & 14” Combo Baskets

S, 1/2S. Various blends of hanging baskets planted with a combination of colorful, tough, attractive, trailing annuals for easy care all summer. Sizes range from
10” to 14” and they are priced individually. Some are offered in decorative coneshaped mixed media style baskets. Don’t forget to water and feed!
-Surry Gardens Blends Crafted and grown on-site using our own formulations.
12” & 14” Baskets
-’Trixi Combos’ Series Irresistable mixtures containing Petunias, Calibrachoas,
and Verbenas. Thoroughly trialed to ensure uniform flowering time and
vigor. 8”, 10” & 12” Baskets
Mixes include:
		
NEW Charged Up Cherry (Yellow dbl, pink& yllw, magenta/eye)
		
NEW Chemical Attraction (Purple & white)
		
Cherry Kiss (Shades of pink, white)
		
Geisha Girl (Shades of red & salmon pink)
		
NEW Starlight Starbright (Neo blue, blackberry vein, lavndr/eye) 		
		
NEW Strawberry Shortcake (White, pink w/eye/burgundy)
		
NEW Purple Lace (Dark blue, dbl lavender, lavender/eye)
		
NEW Raspberry Sorbet (White, magenta star, magenta/eye)
		

NEW Who Knew Orleans (Yellow/red vein, red, mango orange)

OXALIS

8” Baskets

S, 1/2S. Grown for their light textured foliage and long blooming flowers. Foliage color may vary depending on light conditions. Mostly mounding habit
intermingles well with other plants. Can also be used as a houseplant with great
results, shear back stems if they get too long and leggy.
-’Charmed Wine’ Mix of large, deep burgundy and black triangularly lobed
leaves that have dainty lavender-pink or white flowers. 10-14”H
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PLUMBAGO
10” Baskets

S. Blue, Phlox-like flower clusters bloom all summer. Allow to dry between
waterings. Feed every two weeks with Peter’s or apply Osmocote every 30 days.
Frequent pinching will help control the shape and is beneficial for the plant.
-’Imperial Blue’ A heavenly shade of tropical cerulean blue not very often seen in
nature. Sticky, 3-4” clusters appear first at the tips then on smaller side branches
of these vigorous, sprawling plants. Can grow over 2 ft. if unpinched.

STREPTOCARPELLA
6”, 8” & 10” Baskets

1/2S. Delightful mini Cape Primroses dance above attractive velvety-green
foliage. Related to African Violets and Streptocarpus. One of our most popular
hanging baskets. Allow to dry slightly between watering. Prefers morning or
late afternoon sun. Bring inside before frost and keep in a warm, south window.
Be careful not to over water in the winter and not to wet the foliage. Deadhead.
-’Good Hope’ Numerous blue flowers. Small leaves.

THUNBERGIA (Black-eyed Susan Vine)
8” & 10” Baskets

S, 1/2S. This graceful, old-fashioned plant has nearly triangular leaves and
trumpet shaped flowers with flattened faces. Rich, evenly moist, well-drained
soil. Protect from the wind. Blooms continuously ALL summer long. Fast growing!
NEW-’Arizona Glow’ Shades of orange and yellow 1½” flowers with brownpurple centers. 5-8’H
-’Arizona Lemon Sunrise’ Pale lemon yllw w/white edges. Dark black eye. 5-7’H
-’Arizona Pink Beauty’ Large, soft blush-pink blooms have a deep, dark
		
central eye and petals that are intermittently brushed with white. 40-80”H
-’Arizona Rose Sensation’ Shades of deep rose blooms with dark eyes. 3-6’H
-’Lemon Star’ Lemony-yellow with almost black eyes.Vigorous climber to 6-8’
NEW-’Sunny Susy Glow’ Deep orange trumpets unfurl on winding stems. 5’H
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				 VEGETABLES

Plant a Victory Garden and win the war against the high cost of fresh veggies! Locate
your vegetable garden in an area with full sun and fertile, well-drained, moisture
retentive soil. An excellent guide for beginning is the Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association’s (MOFGA) Technical Bulletin 1: Basics of Organic Vegetable
Gardening, which can be viewed and printed at:
www.mofga.org/Publications/FactSheets/tabid/133/Default.aspx
**Any featured All America Selections Winners will be
abbreviated as follows: AAS Winner

ARTICHOKE
4 Packs

Attractive, ornamental plant with edible flower buds. Cook and serve with basil
and melted butter. Check an Italian cookbook for recipes of stuffed artichokes.
Harvest buds before they open. Plant in full sun spaced 3’ apart. Fertilize heavily and your patience will be rewarded!
-’Imperial Star’ 85 days. Six to eight, 3-4” flower buds per plant.
NEW-’Tavor’ 84 days. Minimal spines . Six to eight 3-4” buds per 2-3’ plant.

ARUGULA
6 Packs

Eruca vesicaria sativa. Both leaves and flowers can be used to add a peppery
bite to sandwiches and salads. For a continuous supply, successive plantings
are recommended. Standard salad Arugula can be harvested at 21 days for baby
greens and at 40 days for full size, harvest whole plants or individual leaves.
Flowers are white with dark pink veins. Plant in fertile, well-drained soil, keeping the soil moist will help slow bolting. Arugula prefers cool conditions and
may even over-winter if given enough protection. Use row covers to avoid
troubles with flea beetles.
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ASPARAGUS

10 Roots/Bundle

Long lived perennials. Correctly planting the roots will yield large future harvests.
Set roots (fanned out) in a trench 6-8” deep, 8” apart for thin spears, farther apart
for thicker spears. Cover with a 2” layer of compost rich soil to provide nourishment for years. Gradually fill in the trench as the plants grow. Harvest very lightly
the second year, freely thereafter. In spring, cut the spears with a sharp knife at
the ground level. After harvest, allow plants to have mature foliage thru the fall.
Cut dead foliage after frost. Ask for our culture sheet with a diagram and more
detailed information.
-’Mary Washington’ Heirloom variety with excellent flavor. Vigorous, rust
resistant. Produces large, rich green stalks. Perfect for home gardeners.
-’Millenium’ High performing variety. Quality, tender spears with good flavor.
-’Purple Passion’ Unique and attractive purple color with milder flavor and a
tenderness that is lacking in other varieties. Space plants 6-8” apart.

BEAN 6 Packs

One of the easiest vegetables to grow at home, large yields with minimal effort make
them great for beginners! They prefer well-drained soil, take care not to over-fertilize
or disturb the shallow roots. Space bush beans generously to promote good air
circulation. Pole beans will need support to climb. Harvest frequently to promote
new pod growth and plant fresh seeds every 2-3 weeks for beans all season long.
-Romano Types Characterized by their wide, flat meaty pods.
-’Capitano’ 62 days. Yellow, bush type. Delicious, full flavor with a
		
smooth, tender texture. Upright plants bear 4½-5” pods heavily.
-’Musica’ 67 days. Pole type. This plant produces masses of huge beans
over a long period. Delicious, bright green, 7-8” long pods remain very
tender even at their largest size. 6’H
-’Roma II’ 58 days. Bush type. Medium green, flat pods are ~6” long
		
with a robust flavor. Stringless pods. Sturdy, high-yielding plants.Un		
beatable for freezing or canning.
-’Maxibel’ 55 days. Green, french (Haricots Verts)/filet type. Sturdy, bush type,
22-26”H. Concentrated sets of high-quality, slender, 7” pods with unsurpassed bean flavor. Crisp and stringless!
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BEET

6 Packs

Another crop that we just CANNOT do without. Tasty greens and pickled roots
make this a necessary component for the vegetable garden. With the ability to
produce plentiful crops in containers, in ground early on, hydroponically in
water, or under high tunnels in fall; these gorgeous workhorses are the epitome
of versatility in the garden and the kitchen. Light, loamy soil with a high pH is
best. Keep plants well watered during dry spells to prevent scab. Thin plants
after planting by eating young greens as they grow or by snipping extras leaving
at least 3” in between.
-’Avalanche’ 55 days. AAS Winner. Round roots are a beautiful snow white that
won’t stain your hands or your cutting board! Mild and sweet in flavor without
that slightly bitter aftertaste beets can have. Harvest when 2¾-3”.
NEW-’Detroit Dark Red’ 60 days. Tender, succulent, dark crimson standard beets
have a deep, sweet flavor. 14” tops make good greens. Uniform, perfectly round.
Heirloom variety introdced in 1892. Harvest when 3”.

CELERY
6 Packs

Crunchy texture and distinctive flavor makes this a popular addition to salads
and many cooked dishes. Give these plants fertile soil and consistent moisture
for best yield. As celery plants grow, mound soil up to blanch lower stems, if
desired. Celery can be harvested when stalks are at an edible size.
-’Tango’ 80 days. Similar to Conquistador but the flavor is better and the
stalks are more tender. Performs well under less than ideal growing conditions, will tolerate heat and moisture stress. Space 6-8” apart.
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COLE CROPS

Broccoli•Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage•Cauliflower•Kale•Kohlrabi
6 Packs

Members of the mustard family. Our mild Maine summers allow us to grow
these cool season plants. Plants are typically heavy feeders but have various nitrogen requirements. Top-dress each seedling at planting time with a handful of
wood ashes to discourage root maggots. Collars will prevent cut worms and BT
will prevent cabbage worms.

Broccoli- Contains more calcium than milk!

Use lime to enrich the soil with
calcium and give plenty of moisture. Mix varieties for an extended season. A second planting by July 15th will provide a nice fall crop. Space with 8” in between
plants in rows 18” apart.
-’Arcadia’ 86 days. Large, blue-green heads on tall, heavy stems. High yielding. Developed for close spacing. A staff favorite!
-’Aspabroc’ 50-60 days. Aka Broccolini. Tiny broccoli heads precede multiple
side shoots, which are produced for a month longer! The shoots resemble broccoli raab with an asparagus-like stem. Tender & tasty. Can be planted tightly.
-’Belstar’ 66-75 days. Blue-green 6” heads are densely packed with florets.
Flower heads are held up higher for easier harvesting. This variety is ideal
for both spring and warm-weather planting. Excellent field holding capacity.
-’Green Magic’ 57 days. Smooth, well-domed heads. Very uniform at maturity.
-’Premium Crop’ 58 days. An AAS winner. Large plants with firm heads and
small, dark green buds.
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Brussels Sprouts- These delectable beauties can be finicky to grow.

Some
tips that are important: Start by selecting a good, strong fertilizer that contains
the micronutrients boron and magnesium. Give plenty of moisture at planting
and while plants are establishing a root system. When weeding avoid cultivating
too deeply, this would disturb the roots. When the sprouts towards the bottom
are ½-¾” in diameter pinch out the plant’s growing tip to force the remaining
sprouts to develop evenly, about 4 weeks. Space 18-24” apart.
-’Jade Cross’ 85 days. AAS winner. This outstanding selection has medium,
firm dark green sprouts with excellent flavor. Early and very productive,
tolerates heat stress.

Cabbage- Try homemade sauerkraut this year.

Tasty slaws too! Plant 15-18” 		
apart. Install floating row covers at planting to protect against flea beetles.
-’Famosa’ 81 days. Savoy type. Deep blue-green heads with a yellow tinted 		
interior. Tender leaves surround 2-4 lb. heads that have very good flavor. 		
Best for using in cooked dishes.
-’Ruby Perfection’ 85 days. Very popular for storing, will keep several
months. Measuring 8” across these perfect, globe-shaped beauties are dense
with a deep, purple-red color. Weighing 3-4 lbs.
-’Stonehead’ 50 days. Heads are round, about 6” in diameter with short cores.
Solid and slow to bolt.

Cauliflower- Keep well-watered and well-fed, especially while the heads are

forming. For best results plant early! Space plants every 18”.
-’Amazing’ 68 days. Medium-sized plants with domed, solid curds and selfblanching, upright wrapper leaves.
-’Skywalker’ 80 days. Medium-sized heads are self-wrapping so leaves do not
need to be tied together. Very good cold tolerance for late summer and fall
harvesting.
-’Twister’ 75 days. Tight, heavy heads with exceptional internal wrap and
bright white color. Well adapted across growing climates with a very uniform
harvest. Medium sized plants produce medium-large heads.
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Kale- The beautiful ruffled leaves of the kale plant have a lively flavor along

with unique peppery qualities. Excellent source of Vitamin A. Space plants 8”
apart or closer for baby leaf production.
-’Dazzling Blue’ 30 days baby, 60 days mature. Gorgeous, lacinato-type that’s
as vigorous and tasty as it is beautiful! Large, blue-green leaves have a purplepink midrib; leaf color will intensify to a purple shade in cooler temps. Slightly
sweet and tender quality. 2-2½’H
-’Mix’ 60 days. New to the kale craze? This mixture is a good starting point. 		
A sampling of 8 different kales featuring siberian, curly, and dinosaur types
that will enable you to taste a wide variety.
-’Scarletbor’ 60-90 days or harvest when baby. Highly ornamental, vigorous 		
variety with red-purple foliage that becomes curlier and deeper in color during
cooler weather.
-’Starbor’ 55 days. Compact plants with very uniform leaves that resist
yellowing. The finely curled, dark blue-green leaves are perfect for harvesting
all at once. 12-18”H
-’Winterbor’ 60 days. Fresh market growers endorse this extra-productive
kale. Well-curled, blue-green, ruffly leaves. Re-grows vigorously for successive harvests. High yields.

Kohlrabi- Maybe not the most beautiful vegetable at first glance but WELL

worth the garden space, try it once and you’ll be hooked! The root-like bulb as
well as leaves of this plant can be eaten. Versatile fruits can be prepared by sautéing, roasting, enjoying raw or as a wonderful low-carb substitute for noodles
(when spiralized). Kohlrabi has a crunchy yet juicy texture and a mildly sweet,
unassertive taste. Wonderful when steamed in the microwave and sprinkled
with butter, shaved parmesan, salt, and pepper-the flavor is similar to cauliflower. VERY tasty!
-’Kossak’ 80 days. Impressive sized bulbs are an immense 8” in diameter
yet with no loss in quality or texture; interior remains sweet and tender!
Space plants with 10” in between. Harvest before bulbs elongate. Will keep
in cold storage for up to 4 months.
-’Terek’ 40 days. Early, uniform and great tasting. Maintains quality in
the field for a long harvest window. Compact plant allows for higher density
planting. Superior flavor and crunch. High quality up to 6” in diameter.
-’Winner’ 45 days. Freshest, fruitiest taste. Holds well in the field without
splitting. Harvest when bulb is ~2” in diameter for best enjoyment.
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CORN
6 Packs

Plant corn in blocks of at least 4 rows for proper pollination, rows should be 30-36”
apart and plants spaced with 9” in between. Successive planting may be necessary.
Corn requires warm, well drained soil that is highly fertile; use a fertilizer with
high phosphorous. Use Bt for corn ear worms. Harvest when punctured kernels
are full and “milky”, when silks are browning, or 18-24 days after silks first show.
-’American Dream’ 77 days. AAS Winner. Super sweet, bicolor. Exceptionally
tender with the finest eating quality. Excellent tip fill and strong husk protection.
-’Kickoff XR’ 69 days. Early, super sweet. Thick, bicolored ears are extra large
with slightly tapered tips. Tender and sweet ears set high up on the stems.
-’Montauk’ 81 days. Bicolor. Delicious jumbo ears with small, fancy kernels.
Long reknown for its looks, flavor and reliability. Easy to harvest, widely
adapted. Good cool soil vigor.
-’Sugar Buns’ 70 days. Longest harvest period of all early corn varieties. Remains tender for up to 2 weeks in the field. The ears have relatively narrow,
deep kernels.
-’Xtra-tender 20173’ 73 days. Mid-season, super sweet, bicolor. Outstanding,
flavorful 7½-8” ears snap off easily from the stalk. Long shelf life. Good tip
fill and husk coverage.

CUCUMBER
4 Packs

Cucumbers are grown to be eaten fresh, cooked, or pickled. Moderately acid
soil, plenty of moisture and fertilizer. To prevent powdery mildew apply a spray
with the active ingredient copper octanoate (approved for organic gardening)
regularly. Install row covers at planting and leave in place until well established
to prevent the insidious striped cucumber beetles. Plant 1’ apart with 6’ in between rows, unless using a trellis.
-Slicing Varieties Add a refreshing taste to your summer salads.
-’Burpless Bush’ 55 days. Firm, straight, 8-10”, cylindrical fruit. Seedless.
-’Diva’ 58 days. AAS winner. Smooth, thin skin with crisp yet tender, 		
sweet seedless flesh; spineless. Very tasty! 6-8” fruits at almost every 		
node. Highly recommended. Vines can grow to 6’ long.
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-’Fanfare’ 62 days. High yields over a long time, superb disease resistance.
Semi-dwarf, compact habit is excellent for containers. Vines grow 2-2½’.
AAS winner. Slim, deep green 8-9” fruits are remarkably flavorful.
-’Straight Eight’ 58 days. AAS winner. Excellent flavor is best when harvested at 8” long. Smooth, perfectly straight, dark green fruits have a
very small seed cavity and white spines. Vigorous with heavy yields.
-’Sweet Slice’ 62 days. Bitter free and burpless! Vigorous vines produce
10-12” dark green, amazingly sweet fruits. No need to peel skins off
before eating.
-Pickling Varieties Great smaller types for canning.
-’Homemade Pickles’ 55 days. Medium green fruit can be harvested
when 1½ to 5” long. Very productive. Crisp texture & wonderful flavor.
Plants grow to 3’ long and have excellent disease resistance.

EGGPLANT
4 Packs

Attention cooks, don’t soak in oil, just brush with olive oil, sprinkle with your
favorite herbs, and broil. Or go for it - marinate with garlic and basil, dip in batter, and deep fry. Plants are heavy feeders, add compost and composted cow
manure to soil. Watch for potato beetles, but don’t use any harsh sprays or the
pollination of fruit may really suffer.
-’Hansel’ 55 days. AAS Winner. Sweet, mini fruits are 4” long by 1” in diameter and produced in clusters for easy harvesting. 25-36”H
-’Nadia’ 67 days. Classic, large Italian-type fruits are a glossy dark purple
measuring 7½” x 3½”. Tall, sturdy plants set fruit even under cool conditions.
-’Orient Express’ 58 days. Attractive, slender, 8-10” long shiny black asianstyle fruits. Ready up to 2 weeks before most other varieties.
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FENNEL
4 Packs

Feathery foliage holds rain drops as sparkling pearls. All parts (including young
shoots) of this plant are edible. Wonderful sliced into salads, lightly sauteed, or
grilled. Cooking will mellow the anise flavor. Fertile, well-drained soil and cool
temperatures will produce the best bulbs. Plant 6” apart in well-drained, humus
rich soil. Transplant with care as roots do not like to be disturbed.
-’Preludio’ 80 days. Heavy, rounded bulbs are uniform w/traditional flavor.
-’Sweet Florence’ 80 days. Heirloom. Delicate flavor and crisp texture.

LETTUCE
6 Packs

Fresh greens for salads all summer long, stagger your plantings to keep a steady
supply handy. Grows best during cool weather. Plant 10-12” apart for heading
types, leaf varieties and ones that will be harvested as baby can be planted 6-8” apart.
-Butterhead Types Buttery, Boston types.
-’Buttercrunch’ 75 days. Compact, crisp, heavy heads. Old favorite!
-’Nancy’ 58 days. Thick, medium-green leaves form tight, extra-lrg. heads
that are unusually crisp for a Boston type. Delectable taste and texture.
-Iceburg Type Extra cruncy with a mild flavor.
		 -’Crispino’ 57 days. Tight, dense heads of perfect Iceburg lettuce, excel		
lent results are almost certain with this variety. Sweet, crisp, and moist
		
green outer leaves surround a white interior.
-Leaf Types Add a bit of color to those salads.
-’Magenta’ 48 days. Shiny, slightly puckered, red tinged leaves mature to
whorled, conical heads. Crispy with good flavor. Heat tolerant, non-bitter!
-’Mesclun Mix’ 21 days. Specialty mix of different greens and lettuces.
-’Red Sails’ 45 days. Bronze-red crinkled leaves. Slowest to bolt of
all the red loose leaved varieties.
-’Red Saladbowl’ 51 days. Burgundy-red, deeply lobed, delicate, oak-like
leaves. Retains its mild flavor for a long time and is slow to bolt.
-’Starfighter’ 52 days. Shiny, green, slightly savoyed leaves that have
good flavor with excellent heat tolerance and disease resistance.
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-’Wildfire Mix’ 28 days. A blend selected specifically for varieties that
would provide the greatest color contrast, with a higher percentage of
red types. Contains oakleaf, romaine, and leaf types.
-Romaine Types Make the perfect, crisp Caesar salad.
-’Sparx’ 58 days. Upright, dense heads are attractive with good flavor
and uniformity. Increased heat tolerance for use throughout the season.
-’Sucrine’ 60 days. Back by popular demand! Dense, bright green, petite
heads of lettuce are super sweet as their name suggests & delightfully crisp.
-’Outredgeous’ 57 days. Bright red leaves with ruffled edges. Full-sized
heads are big and beautiful.

MELON/WATERMELON
3” Pots (Unless Noted)

What could be better than picking a fresh melon for breakfast? Plant when soil has
warmed. Provide abundant moisture during the early stages until the fruits are
setting, afterwards water as signs of wilting occur. Give plenty of space with 2-3’ in
between plants, rows 6’ apart. Transplant gently, to disturb roots as little as possible.
-’Sarah’s Choice’ (Cantaloupe) 76 days. Sweet and juicy, 3 lb. oval fruits are so
flavorful they consistently win in Johnny’s trials. 4 Packs Also
-’Solstice’ (Cantaloupe) 76 days. LARGE 7-9 lb. fruits have the look of an old
style musk melon with deep ribs and heavy netting. Slice at the ribs for generous portions of thick, very sweet flesh! Plants yield greatly and have superior
disease resistance.
-’Sugar Baby’ (Watermelon) 80 days. Crispy, sweet variety is the standard for
northern home gardeners. Long, 6’ vines yield 4-6, 8-10 lb. fruits each. 6 Packs
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ONION, LEEK & SHALLOT
6 Packs

Indispensible Alliums! We’ve sown multiple plants per cell, 30-50 plants per
pack. Take care to separate seedlings gently and plant individually as specified
to get the most for your garden. All prefer thoroughly prepared soil that is welldrained and rich in organic matter. Keep watered and weeded for best results.
Leek-Adds a delicious, refined flavor to soups. Excellent for Vichyssoise, topped
with fresh chives. Plant seedlings in trenches, 6” deep and about 6” apart. As the
plants grow, fill in the trenches to blanch the stems. Can also be hilled up in rows.
-’King Richard’ 79 days. Beautiful, full-sized, foot long leeks. Upright,
medium green leaves. For summer harvesting.
-’Tadorna’ 100 days. Long, 7-8” blue-green shaft is easy to clean and frost
tolerant. For early-late fall harvesting.
Onion-Thin slices cooked really low and slow with a little butter and salt are
caramalized, mouth-watering perfection! They’re enough to make one want a
whole garden-ful. Plant seedlings 4” apart. Supply extra nitrogen. Onions that
are spicy may be a result of soil that is too acidic.
-’Ailsa Craig Exhibition’ 110 days. Huge, mild Spanish onions average 5
pounds for September harvest. Unique sweet flavor. Short term storage.
-’Copra’ 104 days. Highest sugar content of all the storage onions. Hard,
medium sized bulbs with blocky, round shape. Excellent keeper.
-’Frontier’ 100 days. Medium-large, blocky globes with thin necks and copper
skin. A very consistant performer for long storage.
-’Patterson’ 104 days. Extremely long storage onion.The same firmness and
storage qualities as Copra, with a larger size, better uniformity and higher
yield potential. Medium-large, blocky bulbs with dark yellow skin.
-’Rosa de Milano’ 100 days. Strong, bronze-pink skins and impressive uniformity. A great cooking onion with high sugar and pungency. Rock hard bulbs
with thin necks cure easily for 6+ months of storage.
-’Ruby Ring’ 112 days. Uniform, hard bulbs with dark red skins. Stores well.
-’Talon’ 104 days. Medium-large, blocky globes with thick, clean skins
for long storage. Upright plants produce a high percentage of marketable
bulbs.
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Shallot-Used for flavoring soups, salad dressings, vegetables, and grain dishes.
Plant seedlings 4-6” apart, bulbs are ready to harvest when the leaves have turned
yellow and fallen over.
-’Conservor’ 110 days. Easy to peel. Large, single bulbs have a reddishbrown skin and cream interior. Suitable for long-term storage.
-’Creme Brulee’ BGS-270 105 days. Hybrid ‘eschalion’ is a standout. Iridescent peachy pink skin covers uniform bulbs. Elongated, cylindrical with high
sugar content well suited to caramelizing. Long storage potential.

PEPPER

4 Packs (Unless Noted)

Provide lots of sun and rich moist soil. Do not add too much nitrogen. Use a
fertilizer high in phosphorous and calcium. Space plants 12-18” apart. When
planting both sweet and hot varieties it is best to isolate them from each other to
avoid any cross pollination, which could result in Sweet peppers with heat.
-Sweet Varieties (Bell and Non-Bell are denoted)
-’Carmen’ 60 days green, 80 days red. Non-Bell. This AAS winning “Bull
Horn” type is particularly suited for northern climates. Remarkably sweet
flavor is excellent for salads. 6” tapered fruits on upright, med. plants.
NEW-’Flavorburst’ 67 days green, 87 days yellow. Bell type. Excellent, sweet
flavor. Medium large fruits are mostly 3-lobed and slightly elongated.
NEW-’Goddess’ 63 days yellow, 83 days red. Banana Non-Bell. Long, thickwalled, smooth fruits are borne on large plants. Average 8-9” long fruits
are mild when yellow and moderately sweet when ripened to red.
-’Goliath’ 71 days. Sweet Bell type. Sensational, massive, thick-walled fruits
are 4 lobed, 7½” long by 4” wide! Fruits set well under a variety of adverse
conditions. Terrific flavor and more vitamin C than oranges! 3” Pots
-’Jupiter’ 66 days. Bell type. Huge, blocky fruits with thick green walls.
Great for stuffing & freezing. High-yielding, disease resistant plants are
a sturdy 30” with a dense canopy. Excellent!
-’Sweet Sunrise’ 65 days green, 85 days yellow, ripe. Medium-large 3 and 4
lobed fruits are blocky to slightly elongated.The flavor is both fruity and
sweet. Sturdy, medium sized plant with good leaf cover.
-’X3R Red Knight’ Bell. 57 days green, 77 red. Blocky 4½” square fruits w/
thick walls. Sugary sweet when ripe. Exceptionally cold & disease resistant.
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-Hot Varieties The higher the Scoville rating the hotter the pepper! The Scoville
Index rates the hotness of peppers by the amount of capsaicin they contain.
-’Cayenne Long Thin’ 72 days Long, slender, red fruits reaching 6”. Thin,
wrinkly flesh used for pickling or processing into flakes. 3500-5000 Scov.
-’Early Jalapeno’ 60 days green, 80 days red, ripe. 2½” sausage shaped
fruits. 2500-8000 Scovilles.
-’Krimzon Lee’ 62 days green, 82 days red. Beautiful, big 6-8” x 2” fruits.
Paprika type pepper is both sweet and moderately hot, 100-1000 Scov.
Thick flesh makes this pepper choice for roasting, grilling, and even salads.

POTATO

By the Pound

Ensure that your spuds are pesticide free by growing them yourself! Start with fertile, well-drained soil; composted manure is a good addition. 1 lb. of seed potatoes
will plant a 5-8’ row. A pre-conditioning treatment called green sprouting is highly
recommended for our area, it cuts 10-14 days off the growing cycle, increases the
yield, and helps prevent disease. For this, place potatoes in darkness for 7-10 days
70-75ºF until sprouts are seen, then expose them to light and decrease temp. to 50ºF.
Prep for planting by leaving small spuds whole and by cutting large ones into 2
oz. pieces with at least two eyes (sprouts). Planting the same day as cutting will
reduce the incidence of seed piece decay. When the soil reaches 55-60ºF, plant in
trenches 4-6” deep leaving 12” in between. When plants reach 6-8”H, gently hill the
soil around the base, repeat again at 12-15”H; applying mulch afterwards. It is very
important to keep soil moisture consistent until harvest, avoid overhead watering
in the afternoon to keep blight at bay. To help gaurd against the Colorado Potato
Beetle plant pieces in healthy soil, rotate crops every 3-5 years, and handpick the
adults and larvae dropping them into soapy water and squishing any orange eggs
found on the undersides of leaves; row covers also aid in this pursuit. If insecticides
are needed use a Spinosad or Pyrethrum based option. Baby or “new” potatoes
can be harvested around 30 days after flowering (for those who simply can’t resist)
otherwise when the plant has died leave tubers in the soil 2-3 more weeks to set
the skins. Dry briefly on a cool day out of the sun, then brush off any excess soil.
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-’Kennebec’ Midseason. Heirloom. Classic Maine all-purpose potato, tough
and adaptable growing in a wide range of conditions. Stores extremely well.
Abundant yields of uniform, sweet, white fleshed tubers with buff colored skin.
-’Norland’ Early. Heirloom. Tender, red skinned tubers w/white flesh. Lovely
when roasted. So delicious keeping them in storage will not be a concern.
-’Red Pontiac’ Late. Heirloom. Large, rounded tubers with red skin and white
flesh. This multipurpose potato stores well. Drought tolerant in the field but
susceptible to most common potato diseases.
-’Russet’ 110 days. Heirloom. Elongated oval tubers have smooth pale brown
skin with white flesh that turns fluffy when baked making the perfect vehicle
for any number of toppings.
-’Yukon Gold’ Early Midseason. Heirloom. Tasty, yellow, thin-skinned tubers
have a dry texture. Excellent buttery flavor and drought tolerance. Stores well.

PUMPKIN

4 Packs (Minimum of 8 plants/pack)

A Halloween necessity. Give them plenty of space and keep well-watered. They
prefer fertile soil - add composted cow manure. To prevent powdery mildew
apply a spray with the active ingredient Copper octanoate (approved for organic
gardening) regularly.
-’Howden’ 115 days. Standard large Halloween pumpkin. Deep orange,
defined ribs, good handles. Average 18-26 pounds.
-’Orange Smoothie’ 95 days. AAS winner. Bright orange, smooth, non-ribbed
fruits are good for painting. Fruits average from 6-9 pounds. Plants have a
medium vine length and should be spaced 2½-3’ apart.
-’Racer Plus’ 85 days. Ribbed, dark orange, mid-sized pumpkins with high
quality dark green handles. Yields 2-3, 12-16 pound fruits per plant. Short
vines may be spaced 2-2½’ apart.
-’Tom Fox’ 110 days. Well-ribbed, medium pumpkins are between 12-20
pounds. Deep orange color and fantastic handles make them great for Halloween. Vines yield 2-3 fruits per plant and should be spaced 3-4’ apart.
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SPINACH
6 Packs

One of the “super foods”, packed with antioxidants and minerals. Grows best in
cool, mild climates. Plant in a moist, fertile soil with a pH of at least 6.0 (6.5-7.5
is best) as Spinach is sensitive to acidity levels. Full sun to pt. shade, water at
soil level to avoid splashing on leaves. Harvest greens at full or baby size, rinse
multiple times before eating.
-’Tyee’ Semi-Savoy type. 40 days. Slowest to bolt, this is considered the standard
of Savoyed Spinach. Dark green leaves are vigorous, with an upright habit.
Does well as a spring, summer, or fall crop, and is an ideal type for hoop house
growing thru December.

SQUASH

4 Packs (Minimum of 8 plants/pack)

Christopher Columbus brought squash back to England from the New World.
Modern day squash has been consumed for over 10,000 years. To prevent powdery
mildew apply a spray with the active ingredient Copper octanoate (approved for
organic gardening) regularly. Space generously- with 6’ in between rows.
-Summer Squash Eaten as soon as picked, either raw or cooked. If using plants
for both fruits AND edible blossoms, harvest the male flowers (those with thin
stems and lacking an immature fruit at base) leaving a few to pollinate the females;
harvest mid-morning and when fully open.
-’Aristocrat’ syn. Commander. 53 days. Zucchini-type. Smooth, dark
green, 7-8” cylindrical fruit. Compact, bushy plants.
-’Slick Pik’ 48 days. Extra early. Very attractive yellow fruits have a
good taste, and are blemish-free thanks to the spineless leaf petioles; also
making it easier to harvest.
-Winter Squash Thick skinned fruits of all shapes, sizes, and colors. Usually
prepared by baking they are delicious either savory or sweet. Try with maple
syrup & butter. Stores well.
-’Bonbon’ 95 days. AAS winner. Classic buttercup fruits are dark green,
with gray “button” on the underside. Weighing an average of 4-5 lbs.
and producing an average of 4 fruits per plant. Space 12” apart.
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-’Honey Bear’ 85 days. Acorn type. AAS winner. Deliciously sweet, mini
4” round fruits are just the right size for 2 servings. Compact, bush type
plants can be spaced every 12” and are resistant to powdery mildew.
Averages 3-4 fruits per plant.
-’Metro PMR’ 105 days. Butternut type. Smaller variety weighing 2½-3½
lbs. Exceptional storage life. SUPERIOR flavor! Compact. 4-5 fruits/plant.
-’Waltham Butternut’ 105 days. AAS Winner. The standard most-widely
grown butternut variety. Large fruits with a small seed cavity average 9”
long and 4-5 lbs. each. Sweet flavor is enhanced after being allowed to
“age” in storage for 2 months. Yields 4-5 fruits per plant.

STRAWBERRY

3” Pots, Bare-root 10/bundle
See “Fruits & Nuts” section of the
nursery catalog for further information.

SWISS CHARD
6 Packs

Swiss Chard is an excellent source of Vitamins A, C, and K. Rich in Calcium and
Iron also. Will tolerate partial shade. Harvest the young leaves when tender,
cutting only the outer leaves at the base of the plant. Be careful not to disturb the
root system. Space 6” apart.
-’Bright Lights’ 28 days baby, 55 days mature. AAS winner. Multi-colored stems
of gold, pink, orange, purple, red, and white. Eat raw or lightly cooked. Milder
taste than many chards.
-’Lucullus’ 35 days baby, 52 days mature. Wide, white stalks that are delicious
when treated like asparagus. This plant has incredible versatility- leaves,
stalks, and even the flowers can be tasty when added to your meals. Plants
may re-emerge after a mild winter to produce an early spring harvest. 20”H
-’Rhubarb’ 35 days baby, 60 days mature. Glossy, dark green leaves are heavily crinkled with bronze/red veins and crimson stalks. 12-16”H
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TOMATILLO/GROUND CHERRY
4 Packs

Physalis sp. Fruits are borne and develop inside a papery husk. These members of the tomato family need to go in the ground when all danger of frost has
passed and the soil is thoroughly warm. Plants need good drainage, no clayey
soils! Plant deeply, leaving at least 3 sets of leaves above the soil line; spaced
3’ apart in rows with 3-4’ in between. Mulch lightly, spray with fish emulsion
when they set flowers & again 2 weeks later. Keep plants strong by avoiding
drought stress-give 2” of water/week. More cold tolerant than tomatoes and
will bear fruits until a heavy frost.
-ixocarpa ’Tamayo’ Tomatillo. 85 days. Tamayo produces fruits 2-3 times the
size of the standard varieties, that’s 4½” in diameter! Dark green fruits have
lime green husks with an above average shelf life. Try making fresh, green
salsa at home. Plant at least 2 plants to ensure pollination. 3” Pots Also

TOMATO

4 Packs (Unless Noted)

Lycopersicon esculentum. A staple of vegetable gardens. Tomatoes are low in
calories and good sources of Vitamin C and lycopene, a beneficial caratinoid.
Give your plants sweet soil for sweeter fruits, tomatoes like alkaline (limey) soils.
Determinate - Plants stop growing at a certain height, usually 2’. The crop
will ripen over a short period of time, good if you’re processing for storage.
Good for containers and small gardens.
Indeterminate - Plants continue to grow until frost or the vines are top-pruned.
The crop will ripen over a long period. Stakes or supports are needed as most
will get tall!
Disease Resistance Codes:			
A - Alternaria Stem Canker		
B - Early Blight		
Bs - Bacterial Speck				
F - Fusarium Wilt			
Ff - Fusarium Races 1&2			
L - Late Blight			
N - Nematodes				
T - Tobacco Mosaic Virus			
SWv - Spotted Wilt Virus			
St - Stemphylium Gray Leaf Spot		
V - Verticillium Wilt			
YLc - Yellow Leaf Curl Virus
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-Cherry And Grape Varieties - Good for snacking or in salads.
-’Braveheart’ 60 days. Indeterminate. FTSt Well-behaved, med. sized plants
produce bright red, sweet and juicy 1 oz cherry fruits with a rich, bold flavor. Thin crack-resistant skins. Good option for containers. 4½” Pots Also
-’Cupid Hybrid’ 65 days. Indeterminate. ABsFSt. Meaty 1”, grape type
fruits are very sweet and crack-resistant. Vigorous plants yield loads of
long trusses right up til frost. High disease resistance & holding ability.
-’Jasper’ 60 days. Indeterminate. BFfL. This AAS winner has small deep
red, cherry fruits that resist cracking and have a pleasantly chewy texture with a sweet flavor. Extra vigorous and tall. 4½” Pots Also
-’Juliet’ 60 days. Indeterminate. This AAS winning grape tomato is
sweet and has deep red, shiny fruits that are 1½ to 2 ounces in size.
With 12-18 fruits per cluster! Crack resistant. Very productive.
-’Sungold’ 57 days. Indeterminate. FfV. Deep sweetness with a hint of
acid tartness. Small, cherry type fruits in prolific clusters ripen early to a
rich apricot color and produce until frost. EXCELLENT! 4½” Pots Also
-’Supersweet 100’ 65 days. Indeterminate. FTV. Clusters of very sweet,
early season, cherry type fruits. 4½” Pots Also
-’Tidy Treats’ 50-55 days. VF The compact determinate habit with the continuous production of an indeterminate type, this semi-determinate cherry
tomato gives you loads of ¾-1” sized delicious, fruits. 4½” Pots Also
-Paste Varieties - Good for sauces, typically maturing in a short window to 		
make processing more convenient.
NEW-’Granadero’ 75 days. Indeterminate. FTVNSWv. High yields of 		
uniform, bright red 4-5 oz tomatoes with very good flavor. Thick walled 		
fruits are ideal for sauces, salsa and salads. Broad disease resistance.
		 -’Roma’ 75 days. Determinate. VF Bright red, 2 oz. Italian pear-shaped
		
fruits with meaty interiors make great sauces and ketchup.
		 -’SuperSauce’ 70 days. Indeterminate. Jumbo 5” by 5” SEEDLESS fruits 		
weigh about 2 lbs. each-nearly enough for a jar of sauce per fruit! 			
Exquisite flavor. Virtually disease-free plants!
-Large Varieties - Good for slicing, salads, and canning
-’Better Boy’ 75 days. Indet. VFNASt. AAS winner. Very popular! High
yields of dp red 8-14 oz. fruit w/meaty interior. Wonderful flavor.4½” Also
-’Big Beef’ 70 days. Indeterminate. VFfNTASt. AAS classic. Beefsteak
type. Huge, 14 oz. fruits on large plants. Excellent flavor! 4½” Pots Also
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-’Caspian Pink’ 80 days. Indet. Fruits are large, less rounded than most,
reddish-pnk in color w/excellent texture, sweet taste & great flavor.First
var. to beat Brandywine in the CA trials for flavor! Avg. 10 oz. 4½” Also
NEW-’Container Choice’ 65 days. Determinate. A true patio tomato.
Clusters of 5 oz beefsteak-type fruits. Excellent disease resistance with
the taste of a traditional slicer. Do not prune suckers. 3” Pots
-’Goliath Italian’ 76 days. Indeterminate. VFfNTA. Firm, 8 oz. beefsteak-type fruits with excellent, robust flavor! Vigorous plants have
strong disease resistance. 4½” Pots Also
-’New Girl’ 62 days. Indeterminate. VFf. Better tasting and more disease
resistant than Early Girl. Fruits are 4-7 oz. and hold their ripeness and
flavor on the vine well.
-’Parks Whopper CR Imp’ 65 days. Indet. VFfNT. The standard for taste,size
& yield.Improved disease & crack resis. over the orig. Lrg, 12 oz. fruits make
perfect sandwich slices-nearly covering a whole slice of bread! 4½” Also

CRESS (WATERCRESS)
6 Packs

Nasturtium officinale. This perennial green is a must for the garden, rich in vitamins
with a delicious taste; hardy to zone 4. Its distinctive peppery kick blends well with
astringent fruits like oranges and grapefruit. Eat your greens- researchers have
found a compound in this plant that inhibits certain cancers! Grows best in full sun
and very moist soil with a pH of 7.0. Especially easy when containerized. After
the first month when the plant has good growth the whole pot may be submerged
in water up to the lip, then change the water periodically. 50 days. beatable for
freezing or canning.
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HERBS

Codes:
1=Culinary, 2=Medicinal, 3=Ornamental, 4=Dye, 5=Dried Flowers, 6=Aromatic
A=Annual, B=Biennial, P=Perennial, TP=Tender Perennials, HP=Houseplant

BASIL
3” Pots

Ocimum basilicum. 1,3.
A. This king of the herb world offers an array of flavors
and scents. Ideal for salads, pesto, Italian dishes, and other ethnic cuisines. Pinch
off blooms to prolong the harvest. Full sun, moderately rich, evenly-moist soil.
In the past decade the disease downy mildew has become more prevalent for
growers, that being said, it is imperative when growing basil at home that there
be excellent air circulation. This disease is air-borne, loves basil and will render
plants un-usable incredibly fast if conditions are favorable. This year we have selected all new strains with the strongest defenses (excepting the few specialized
that cannot be substituted).
-’Amethyst Imp’ Very dark, almost black, thick, down-turned leaves. 16-20”H
-’Mrs. Burns’ Lemon’ Bright green, 2½” long leaves with an intense, sweet &
tangy, lemon flavor. 20-24”H
NEW-’Prospera Compact DMR’ Outstanding, traditional flavored Genovese
basil for containers, gardens or the greenhouse. Dense, slow bolting plants
produce high yields of large 3-4” dark green, heavily cupped leaves. 16-18”H.
-’Rutgers DMR Devotion’ A slightly sweet and spicy basil developed with a
strong ability to resist Downy Mildew. Vigorous, robust growth that can be
harvested multiple times. Genovese type. Upright growth 18-20”H
-’Sweet Thai’ Spicy, anise-clove flavor that is most commonly used as a condiment
in Asian cuisine. The stems and blooms are an attractive purple color. 12-18”H
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BAY

5½” Pots

Laurus nobilis. 1,2,3. HP. An evergreen tree hardy to zone 8, the Bay plant has
always been associated with glory, honor, and greatness. Dried leaves can be
used in soups, stews, marinades, sauces, or added to the water when cooking
grains. Full sun to part shade when outside, Bright light when inside. Can grow
to 6’ tall indoors.

BORAGE
3” Pots

Borago. 1,3. A. (Self Sows) Borage was said to give Roman warriors the courage to fight, or was that the wine they mixed it in? The chopped fresh leaves,
with their cucumber-like flavor, and the flowers are delicious in salads and summer drinks. Add a few leaves when making a vegetable stock, or simply saute
like spinach. Float the star-like blossoms in punches or freeze them in ice cubes.
Flowers attract bees.
-officinalis Traditional, blue flowers. 36”H
-officinalis ‘Alba’ Pure white flowers. 20”H

CATNIP
3” Pots

Nepeta cataria. 2.
P. Drives the felines into a frantic frenzy. Fragrant, bushy
plants bear white flowers from May to September. This tough plant tolerates
drought, dry, rocky soil, air pollution, and deer. Will also deter common vegetable
garden pests such as the cucumber beetle, potato beetle, and squash bug. When
rubbed on the skin researchers have found it to be a more successful mosquito
repellant than DEET! As if that wasn’t enough-it’s sweet, minty flavored tea is a
soothing nightcap and a folk remedy for colds. 18-24”H. Hardy to zone 3.
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CHAMOMILE
3” Pots

Chamaemelum, Matricaria. 1,2,3,5,6. Tea made from the centers of the flowers
is very popular as an aid to digestions, to reduce fever or stomach cramps, and
to calm inflammations. Makes a soothing and cleansing skin wash. In Europe
it is not unusual to find entire lawns made of roman chamomile which when
stepped on fills the air with a sweet apple aroma. Chamomile was also known
as the “Plant’s Physician” and it’s said would aid in the recovery of ailing plants
if planted near them; makes an especially good companion to cucumbers and
onions. Prefers loamy soil with high sand content. Moist, but not waterlogged.
Harvest the flowers in midsummer before they reach full bloom, dry in a wellventilated place at 95ºF, and store in cellophane bags or glass jars in the dark.
-’German’ Sweet smelling, single white and yellow daisy-type blooms. Great
in teas. Blooms the first year. Annual. 18-24”H
-’Roman’ Lawn Chamomile. Strong fragrance, can have a bitter taste so it’s
the runner-up for using in edible applications but still contains the same effective
properties as the german type. Blooms second year. 9”H Perennial to Zone 4.

CHERVIL
3” Pots

Anthriscus cerefolium. 1. A. Traditionally used in all spring salads. Improves
any dish where parsley is usually used and should be added to recipes at the end
since heating may turn it bitter. Pairs well with thyme, spinach, sorrel, marjoram, and tarragon. Its subtle, warm flavor is something you might notice in the
background but not be able to pinpoint. A carrot relative. Does not dry well, try
making a compound butter with it or adding some to your béarnaise!
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CHIVES
3” Pots

Allium. 1,3,5.
P. A diminutive member of the onion family. Essential for
every kitchen. Dainty, round clusters of edible, typically lavender colored flowers. Repels insects. Best when grown in well-drained soil, divide and replant the
younger outer sections of plant every few years. 18”H
-‘Geisha’ Garlic Chives. AAS winning variety with that “just right” garlic flavor. Leaves are slightly wider, flatter, and more refined than others. An interesting ornamental or vigorous edible; your choice. 10-24”H
-’Staro’ Heavier leaves hold up better for processing, freezing, drying, or using
fresh. 18”H

CILANTRO (Coriander)
3” Pots

Coriandrum sativum. 1. A. Widely used culinary herb. Popular in Indian,
Greek, Mexican, Latin American, and Asian cooking. The leaves have a very
different taste from the seeds. The pale mauve flowers attract bees. Likes cool
weather and moist, well-drained soil. 2½’H
-’Cilantro/Coriander’ Bred for maximum leaf production without bolting in
the heat. 28”H
-’Calypso’ 50-55 days for leaves, 120-150 days for seed. Full, bulky plants provide a large, uniform harvest of scented leaves. Weeks slower to bolt than the
competition. 12-18”H

DILL

3” Pots

Anethum. 1. A. Best known as the flavor in pickles. Seeds add interest to dishes ranging from potato salad, to sauerkraut, to apple dishes. Try the chopped
leaves with sour cream, vinegar, and sliced cucumbers or as a garnish.
-’Bouquet’ Compact plants with finely cut foliage are used primarily for their
seeds in pickling. 18-20”H
-’Fernleaf’ Unique, dwarf plants with dark green leaves. Its used primarily for
its fresh foliage in recipes. Slow to bolt. 18”H
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EUCALYPTUS
3” Pots

Eucalyptus. 2,3,6. TP. Broad shiny silver leaves on smooth grayish white stems
are highly decorative and useful! Long utilized for aiding in respiratory ailments
such as asthma, cough drops and antiseptic rinses which are made with oil from
the leaves. Can be used indoors to neutralize and deodorize the air. Koala bear
may love this but the insects and deer do NOT! Tolerant to a wide range of pH’s.
Light loamy soil is preferred with full sun and dry conditions being the norm. for
them. They are heavy feeders and if given more water will grow faster but may
develop blisters if it’s too much, so ere on the dry side.
-cinerea ’Silver Dollar’ Ornamental variety used by florists for its lg. round
leaves. Reddish-brown stems and slightly pink new growth are quite pretty
and blend very nicely with container plantings. 2’H
-pulverulenta ‘Baby Florist Blue’ Intense silvery-blue almost white leaves are
covered in a waxy layer making them very long-lasting in arrangements.
Perfectly round leaves grasp the stems attaching almost horizontally lending
a much neater more formal appearance. Hardy to 20ºF

FENNEL
3” Pots

Foeniculum. 1,3. TP. Feathery foliage holds rain drops as sparkling pearls.
Stunning yellow flower umbels add interest to plantings, attracting butterflies all
season and making an unexpected accent in containers. When adding to a prepared recipe that is hot it is best to wait until the very last moment because heat
will destroy the delicate flavor. Average, well-drained soil is best.
See Vegetable Section Also
-’Smokey-Bronze’ 50-60 days. Non-bulbing type. Bronze hued, lacy foliage that
can be used in salads, dressings, or as a garnish. If left to set seeds their sweet,
anise flavor can be used in baked goods or to make a tea for upset stomachs. A
precious host plant for the Anise Swallowtail & Eastern Black Swallowtail. 30”H
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LAVENDER

3” Pots (Unless Noted)

Lavandula. 1,3,5,6.
P. Fragrant, typically blue-violet flowers for potpourris,
sachets, soaps, and perfumes. Its scent is commonly used in aromatherapy applications for the soothing effect it has. Attracts butterflies. Fine border and accent
plants yet not the easiest to establish in our area; be sure to give them a place
with excellent drainage and slightly alkaline soil. Winter protection is necessary.
-angustifolia English lavender
-’Hidcote Superior’ Fragrant lavender blue flowers. 12”H
-’Munstead’ Lavender blue, fragrant flowers. 18”H
-intermedia Dutch Lavender, aka Lavandin. A cross of angustifolia and latifolia.
-‘Phenomenal’. Heat, humidity, and drought tolerant with elegant
lavender flowers. 22-24”H. 4½” & 7” Pots Also

LEMON BALM
3” Pots

Melissa. 1,2,6. P. A member of the mint family. Its latin name comes from the
greek word for “bees” as it is a strong attractant for them. Fresh leaves make a
calming, delicious tea or an interesting addition chopped and added into salads.
Harvest whole stems before plant flowers and dry quickly to avoid leaves turning
black. Useful in perfumes and soaps as well. Average, well-drained soil, grows
well in sun or shade. 2½’H
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LEMON GRASS, WEST INDIAN
4½” Pots

Cymbopogon citratus. 1,2,6. TP. Aromatic grass from India. Used for flavorings, perfumes, and to treat digestive problems and fevers. This plant forms
handsome, 2-3’H upright clumps of slightly arching light green foliage. Plant
in full sun with well-drained soil and keep evenly moist. Can be overwintered
in a sunny window. As the preferred species for culinary use, the stems can be
crushed or chopped and used in soups and marinades.

LEMON VERBENA
3” Pots

Aloysia triphylla. 1,3,6. TP. A strong lemon flavor compliments other teas. Try
adding finely crumbled dried leaves to your carrot, banana, or zuchinni bread.
Used in sachets. Excellent houseplant or for a cool sun porch. Can grow to 5’H.

LOVAGE
3” Pots

Levisticum officinale. 1. P. Excellent flavoring for soups, stews, and casseroles. Celery-like flavor. Hollow leaf stems make good straws for Bloody
Mary’s, or so we hear! Tall growing, handsome, tropical looking herb. 5’H.

MARJORAM
3” Pots

Origanum majorana. 1. A. A special, strong, spicy flavor. Rub on meat before
cooking. Combines well with sage when used in poultry dishes. Oil from the
top portion of the plant may be used in soaps.
-’Sweet’ Flowers early, compact, 20”H.
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MINT
3” Pots

Mentha. 1,3. P. Grown for the familiar leaves, which have long been cultivated for their oils. See almost any cookbook for uses. Partial shade and moist
soil. Can be invasive, so sink the plant in the ground-container and all or plant it
where you won’t mind it spreading.
-’Apple’ Sweet, fruity fragrance which is excellent used in teas or fruit salads.
Creamy white edged leaves are a pretty feature. 18-24”H
-’Kentucky Colonel’ Excellent spearmint flavor and scent, great for jellies.
Large leaves and a robust plant habit. 24”H Cut often for good regrowth.
-’Mojito Cocktail’ The famous drink now has an official variety of Mint to go
with it! Additionally this variety of spearmint complements anything that one
would normally use mint for. 18-24”H & W
-’Peppermint’ Deliciously spicy! Great for tummy-soothing tea. 24”H

OREGANO
3” Pots

Origanum. 1,2,3. Necessary for Italian, Spanish, and Mexican cooking. Flavor
compliments tomatoes nicely. An herb pantry staple, very versatile, the leaves
can be used dried or fresh. Plant in full sun and lean, fast drying soils. Roots
easily- take cuttings to grow indoors for your winter cooking. Its oils are said to
have antiseptic properties.
-majoricum Italian This variety is actually a cross between sweet and wild
marjorams lending a milder flavor than greek oregano. Clumping, mounding
habit with some trailing branches. Tender perennial hardy to zone 6. 1-2’H
-vulgare ssp. hirtum Greek Strong growing, intensely flavorful leaves- 2nd best
choice for cooking with. Hardy to zone 5, winter protection necessary. Spreading habit, 12-28”H 5½” Pots Also
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PARSLEY
3” Pots

Petroselinum. 1. B. Balances flavors of food. Fresh green foliage makes an
excellent garnish. High vitamin and iron content. Neutralizes garlic or onion
aftertaste, also frequently used in dog treats for canine breath-freshening.
-’Italian Dark Green’ Large, dark green, flat leaves with a strong flavor.
-’Triple Curled’ Curly, almost sharp-edged leaves are milder in flavor than the flat.

PATCHOULI
3” Pots

Pogostemon. 2,6. TP. Well known for its fragrance, it is often used in perfumes.
It is also used to treat intestinal issues, colds, vomiting, and nausea. Skin conditions such as burns, chapped skin, fungal problems, and acne have also been
treated with its oil. Bushy plants with large leaves reach 3-4’H. Prefers rich soil
and part shade.

ROSEMARY
3” Pots

Rosmarinus officianalis. 1,2,3,4,6.
TP. One of the most fragrant herbs. One
hundred and one uses for decoration, hair and skin rinses, and cooking. Use the
stems as skewers for barbecued kabobs. Butterflies and bees love rosemary and
the honey produced is delicious. Attractive evergreen foliage and pale blue flowers. Fine houseplant for cool, sunny windows!
-’Blue Spires’ Well-branched habit with sweeping upright shape and clear
blue flowers. 4’H
-’Gorizia’ Larger overall with bigger light blue flowers & larger needle-like leaves.
Robust very vertical habit of up to 5’H. Excellent candidate for topiaries.
-’Prostratus’ Creeping, low-spreading groundcover. Violet blue flowers.
Trails up to 3’. 6-12”H.
-’Tuscan Blue‘ Upright habit & broader leaves than other varieties. Clear blue
flowers. 6” & 10”Pots Also
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RUE

3” Pots

Ruta. 3,5,6.
P. A hardy subshrub with gray, aromatic foliage. Repels fleas.
The oils in this plant can cause skin rashes on some people. Rue is best used in
ornamental gardening and its value as a medicinal plant is outweighed by its
toxicity. Belonging to the Rutaceae family, this plant is one of the few that serves
as a host for the Giant Swallowtail Butterfly larvae; witnessed here in 2012!
-graveolens Dainty clusters of yellow flowers are followed by attractive green
seed capsules. 3’H

SAGE
3” Pots

Salvia. 1,3. TP. Originally found in the Mediterranean. Used in flavoring
meats and cheeses. Tolerant of hot, dry conditions. Some are not meant to be edible but are more intended to be decorative additions in planters and beds.
-elegans ‘Pineapple’ Delicious pineapple scent and flavor. Brilliant red
flowers appear late in the season. 2-3’H
-officianalis varieties
		 -aurea ’Golden Variegated’ syn. Good Friends Golden. Chartreuse		
yellow leaves with dark green markings. 12”H
		 -’Berggarten’ Large, gray blue leaves. Robust and low growing. 24”H
		 -’Common’ Gray-green leaves and pale blue flowers, best variety for
		
culinary purposes. 32”H
		 -’Purpurea’ Aromatic purple foliage. 12-24”H
		 -’Tricolor’ Ornamental, aromatic, white, green, and pink foliage. 12-18”H
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SAVORY
3” Pots

Satureia. 1. Adds special flavor to dishes with peas, beans, or lentils. Excellent
in vegetable juices, meatloaf, and with rice.
-’Summer’ A. Has a delicate flavor. Interesting addition to green beans. Harvest often during the season then enjoy the beautiful fall show with the contrast
of lavender flowers and purplish foliage. 1½’H
-’Winter’ P. Strong, more pungent flavor works well in hearty stews. Shinier,
thicker leaves than the annual type. Attractive low bush for borders, light lilac
flowers. Thrives in dry, poor soil and is hardy to zone 3. 6-12”H 5½” Pots Also

SORREL
3” Pots

Rumex acetosa. 1,2,4. P. Grown for greens in the old-fashioned garden, popular
in french cuisine. Adds lemony zest to bland foods. Great additions to salads.
Leaves are high in Vitamin C.
Remove flowers as they form to keep leaves tender. Harvest often. 12”H

STEVIA
3” Pots

Stevia rebaudiana. 1. A. The glucoside compounds found in this plant make it
200-300 times sweeter than cane sugar without the resulting calories and tooth
decaying plaque. Their dried, powdered leaves can be substituted for sugar in
recipes. Leaves consumed fresh tend to be less sweet. This native of Paraguay
and Brazil prefers rich, consistently moist, well-drained soil and thrives in sandy
loam. Will tolerate partial shade. Bushy plants are high-yielding and produce
the best quality of leaves for harvesting prior to flowering. 1-2’H & W
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SWEET ANNIE
3” Pots

Artemisia annua. 5,6. A. Large, pyramid-shaped plants have fern-like, dark
green foliage. Sweetly scented foliage can be dried and used for wreaths and
decorations. Bears panicles of tiny yellow flowers. Full sun, average to fertile
well-drained soil. 4-7’H

TARRAGON
3” Pots

Artemisia dracunculus var. sativa. 1,6. P. Ours is the true French strain. Use
fresh leaves, in small amounts, in sauces, salads, meat, vegetable, and egg
dishes. Preserve dried, frozen, or in white vinegar. Plants are heavy feeders and
need plenty of water. 24”H

THYME
3” Pots

Thymus. 1,3,5,6.
P. A fundamental herb in French cooking. Pretty pink or
purple flowers attract bees and butterflies. Excellent for rockeries, borders, and
in cracks along pathways. Creeping and bush types. All do best in poor, well
drained soil. Full sun. Also see our complete listing in the nursery catalog.
-citriodorus varieties Lemon Thyme
-’Doone Valley’ Pungent, tiny green leaves are splashed with yellow.
Compact, low-growing 5”. Tender perennial.
-’Golden Lemon’ Pungent lemon scent and golden variegated foliage which
is more pronounced in bright light. 6-10”H. Tender perennial.
-’Lemon’ Light green leaves with pale lavendery-white flowers produced in
summer. 6”H
-vulgaris English Thyme Rounded leaves and a semi-creeping habit. Classic
culinary Thyme. 6-8”H
-vulgaris French or Summer Thyme Narrow, distinctly gray leaves have a
sweet almost medicinal fragrance. The variety most preferred by the french.
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